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Flipping the Switch – The Role of Activity Load in Temporal Acquisition Patterns of
Acquiring Firms

Frédéric Herold

University of St.Gallen

Abstract

This study presents evidence on the effect of a firm’s activity load from acquisitions on its temporal acquisition pattern.
Exploiting a panel of the 300 largest Fortune Global 500 firms over the 1990-2010 period, I use a hybrid logit model in which
I regress momentum on activity load. I find that increases in the activity load from acquisitions, on average, reduce a firm’s
likelihood to maintain acquisition momentum. That is, the increase in acquisition activity created by acquisition routines and
cognitive maps of managers translates into a higher activity load until firms face a situation of information overload. Rational
acquirers neutralize this pressure by reducing their acquisition volume which, in turn, decreases the activity load burden.
Moreover, my results reveal that acquirers can switch from targets in a higher-complexity target firm category to targets in a
lower-complexity target firm category to reduce their activity load burden while maintaining overall momentum. Yet, I obtain
ambiguous results when examining heterogeneity in acquirer responses arising from differences in absorptive capacity. With
these findings, my study adds to prior literature on acquisition patterns, strategic momentum, and the interplay between a
firm’s activity load and absorptive capacity.

Keywords: activity load; M&A; momentum; switching behavior; temporal acquisition patterns
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivational Background
Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are a phenomenon that

has received substantial attention from scholars and practi-
tioners alike. This is in part due to the plethora of reasons
why firms engage in M&A, which range from entering new
markets and accessing new resources (e.g., Karim & Mitchell,
2000; Lee & Lieberman, 2010) to creating economies of
scale/scope (e.g., Biggadike, 1979; Lee & Lieberman, 2010).
Also, this is in part due to the sobering performance of M&As,
which on average is non-existent or even negative (King et

colleagues (2019). The authors generously provided STATA script files,
which I adapted to my research setting, on the personal website of Tren-
ton D. Mize under https://www.trentonmize.com/software/mecompare.
Please refer to their paper "A General Framework for Comparing Predic-
tions and Marginal Effects Across Models" for more details. All tables and
figures presented in this study are own visualizations unless indicated
otherwise.
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al., 2004). Even so, the fascination for and practical impor-
tance of M&A remain unbroken as evidenced by a global
M&A transaction value of USD 3.9tn in 2019 alone (Roume-
liotis & Barbaglia, 2019).

While scholars in the field of M&A have predominantly
studied acquisitions as singular events (S. Chatterjee, 2009),
they have recently also shown a growing interest in acqui-
sition streams (Shi et al., 2012). Scholars who take this
perspective view acquisitions as sequences of interrelated
strategic action that can be actively managed by acquirers
rather than as isolated, exclusively opportunity-driven events
(Schipper & Thompson, 1983; Shi et al., 2012). This interest
manifested itself in a growing body of literature that has fo-
cused on identifying distinct acquisition patterns (e.g., Shi &
Prescott, 2011), their observable properties (e.g., Laamanen
& Keil, 2008; Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002), and their firm-
level performance implications for acquirers (e.g., Laamanen
& Keil, 2008; Shi & Prescott, 2012; Vermeulen & Barkema,
2002).

However, much less attention has been attributed to fac-
tors that explain why firms deviate from their acquisition
patterns. That is, while scholars have examined how such
patterns emerge and why acquirers do follow their patterns
over time (e.g., Amburgey & Miner, 1992), compelling the-
oretical explanations for and empirical evidence on how and
why firms would deviate from their established acquisition
patterns has remained surprisingly scarce. This gap is puz-
zling for two reasons. First, past studies have argued and
found that firms show acquisition behavior that is inconsis-
tent with their past acquisition pattern (e.g., Vermeulen &
Barkema, 2001), indicating that this phenomenon is much
more than a merely theoretical question. Second, deviations
from previously stable acquisition patterns are detrimental
to acquirer performance (e.g., Ellis et al., 2011; Laamanen &
Keil, 2008). Considering these implications, managers, M&A
advisors, and scholars would benefit from better understand-
ing the factors that cause acquirers to systematically deviate
from their established acquisition patterns.

This thesis aims to do exactly that by studying a factor
that is novel to acquisition pattern research: Activity load.
Specifically, I argue that acquisition streams can create high
levels of activity load that overstretch the managerial re-
sources of acquirers and, thus, lead to a situation of ‘over-
load’ (Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015; Laamanen & Keil, 2008;
Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002). This overload results in ‘cor-
porate indigestion’ (Kusewitt, 1985), which induces firms to
deviate from their stable acquisition patterns to alleviate the
strains on their resources. That is, firms can respond in two
ways. They can either switch to acquisitions that create a
lower activity load (e.g., acquire targets that are relatively
less complex to acquire) or decelerate their acquisition pace
(i.e., acquire fewer targets without changing the type of tar-
get acquired). Both responses allow firms to reduce the activ-
ity load from acquisitions, albeit with different implications
for their acquisition patterns. Which response prevails is a
question that can be empirically answered by studying the
effect of activity load on acquisition behavior.

1.2. Focus and Objectives of Thesis
This thesis seeks to bridge the research gap identified in

section 1.1 by presenting empirical evidence on how and why
acquiring firms deviate from their established acquisition pat-
terns. Specifically, by investigating the role of activity load in
this phenomenon, this thesis aims to answer the following
research question:

Research question: How does the activity load from acqui-
sitions cause acquiring firms to deviate from their established
acquisition patterns?

To approach this question, I break it down into three sub-
questions with different objectives as illustrated in Figure 1.
Each subquestion and its objectives are briefly outlined in the
following.

Subquestion 1: How does the volume of acquisitions in an
acquisition stream affect a firm’s acquisition behavior?

With subquestion 1, I investigate how the volume of ac-
quisitions in an acquisition stream affects the acquisition be-
havior of firms. I pursue two objectives with this. First, I
seek to conceptually understand the core mechanism through
which activity load causes firms to deviate from their estab-
lished acquisition patterns. Since activity load is a complex
construct, which consists of a volume and a complexity com-
ponent, this objective is best achieved by isolating the con-
struct’s most intuitive-to-understand component: Acquisition
volume. Thus, the relationship between an acquirer’s acqui-
sition volume and its acquisition behavior will serve as the
baseline effect of activity load in this thesis. Second, build-
ing on this theoretical basis, I aim to empirically confirm the
baseline relationship between acquisition volume and the ac-
quisition behavior of firms. This would already provide a first
answer to my research question and – most importantly – cre-
ate the basis for subsequent analyses of cross-sectional vari-
ation in acquisition behavior.

Subquestion 2: How does a firm’s change in acquisition
behavior vary with the complexity level of acquisitions?

Subsequently, with subquestion 2, I analyze cross-sectional
variation in acquirer responses to activity load with respect
to the complexity level of acquisitions. With this, I want to
reach two objectives. First, from a theoretical standpoint, I
seek to identify externally observable structural target firm
attributes in literature that drive acquisition complexity and,
thus, the activity load of acquirers. With this knowledge, I
can go beyond the baseline effect of acquisition volume and
theorize more nuanced behavioral responses of acquirers to
changes in their activity load. Second, from an empirical
standpoint, I aim to corroborate relevant complexity dimen-
sions and the changes in acquisition behavior they induce.
This allows me to explore the interaction of both activity load
components and provide a more fine-grained answer to my
research question.

Subquestion 3: Which firm-level factors moderate the re-
lationship between activity load and acquisition behavior?

Finally, with subquestion 3, I explore a second source of
cross-sectional variation in acquisition behavior: Structural
characteristics of acquirers. I hope to accomplish two objec-
tives with this. First, as with subquestion 2, I aim to find
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Figure 1: Focus and Objectives of Thesis

firm-level factors in literature that could moderate the rela-
tionship between activity load and the acquisition behavior
of firms. This allows me to fine-tune my theoretical predic-
tions of changes in acquisition behavior by putting the ac-
tivity load from acquisitions in relation to a firm’s capacity
to absorb these acquisitions. Second, I seek to empirically
confirm the effect of these moderators. Through this, I can
corroborate predictions of earlier studies, which argued that
the absorptive capacity of firms can alleviate the effects of ac-
tivity load (e.g., Penrose, 1959). Most importantly, however,
this allows me to gain a holistic understanding of how the
activity load from acquisitions affects acquisition behavior of
firms.

To derive meaningful insights from my empirical analy-
ses, I made three scoping decisions that allow this thesis to
answer the research question while complying with quality
criteria used in business research (Bryman & Bell, 2011).
First, by investigating a firm-level phenomenon, this thesis
focuses on the individual firm as the unit of analysis. Sec-
ond, my causal inference is based on panel data of acquiring
firms and a time-series logit model. This approach accounts
for the fact that acquisition patterns evolve over time (Laa-
manen & Keil, 2008; Shi & Prescott, 2011, 2012). Third,
to ensure generalizability of empirical results, this thesis ex-
ploits a sample1 that covers a 21-year acquisition period of
acquirers listed in the Fortune Global 500 ranking, result-
ing in a sample with a long timeframe and broad industry
scope. Although not without limitations2, the chosen scope
overall allows me to investigate the phenomenon of interest

1 Please refer to sections 3.1 and 6.1 for an illustration of the rationale
behind and limitations of the chosen sample, respectively.

2 See section 6.1 for details.

over a sufficiently long period and exploit a rich sample of
firms which are highly acquisitive.

1.3. Definitions of Key Terms
By examining whether activity load stimulates acquiring

firms to deviate from their established acquisition patterns,
this thesis investigates a research question that builds on four
key concepts: Acquisitions, temporal acquisition patterns,
strategic momentum, and activity load. These key concepts
must be explicitly defined to ensure clarity. Thus, I present
their definitions hereafter.

Acquisition. In line with the Refinitiv Eikon M&A database
(Refinitiv, n.d.), this thesis defines an acquisition as an eco-
nomic transaction between an acquirer and the shareholders
of a target that involves the transfer of ownership rights at
the level of the ultimate parent. This definition allows me to
include all known deals of an acquiring firm in my analysis,
irrespectively of the ownership stake transferred. Through
this, I obtain a realistic measure of a firm’s activity load from
acquisitions, which reflects all acquisition-related activities
that consume firm resources.

Temporal acquisition patterns. Temporal acquisition pat-
terns are sequences/programs of inter-related acquisitions
which are directed at executing a firm’s strategy (Laamanen
& Keil, 2008; Schipper & Thompson, 1983), capturing the
systematic acquisition behavior of firms over time. Literature
has defined temporal acquisition patterns in terms of their
(i) mathematical properties (i.e., acquisition frequency and
variability thereof) (Laamanen & Keil, 2008) and (ii) exter-
nally observable structural target firm attributes (e.g., size,
industry relatedness, or location) (Ellis et al., 2011; Hay-
ward, 2002). I will use the latter definition (i.e., observable
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target firm attributes) in this thesis to ensure comparability
of my results with past studies of strategic momentum.

Strategic momentum. Following Amburgey and Miner
(1992), I define strategic momentum as “[a firm’s] tendency
to maintain or expand the emphasis and direction of prior
strategic actions in current strategic behavior” (p. 335).
Applied to the acquisition context, momentum can help ex-
plain not only why, in general, acquirers are more likely to
engage in subsequent acquisitions if they acquired firms in
the past but also why prior experience in acquisitions of a
specific type (e.g., cross-border acquisitions or acquisitions in
unrelated industries) increases the propensity of acquirers to
keep acquiring targets of the same type (Amburgey & Miner,
1992).

Activity load. A firm’s activity load corresponds to the
level of simultaneous activity in which that firm engages at a
given time (Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015). It is driven by the
number of parallel activities and their respective complexity
(Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015). In the context of acquisitions,
high levels of activity load can create an overload situation
for acquiring firms (Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015) that could
explain deviations from established acquisition patterns.

1.4. Structure of Thesis
This thesis is structured into six sections. Section 1 pro-

vides an entry point into the topic by explicating the under-
lying motivation of this thesis and delineating the research
question, which I break down into three subquestions. In
section 2, I establish the theoretical foundation of this thesis,
based on which I develop my hypotheses. For this, I review
literature on (a) temporal acquisition patterns, (b) strate-
gic momentum, and (c) activity load/absorptive capacity to
gain a complete understanding of the phenomenon of inter-
est and correctly position this thesis in extant literature. To
ensure replicability of my findings, section 3 illustrates the
methodological approach used in this thesis, describing all
data collection and modification steps, the variables, and the
estimation strategy. Subsequently, my descriptive statistics,
empirical results of the hybrid logit model, and robustness
tests are presented in section 4. Section 5 then reconciles my
findings with prior literature, reviewing contributions of this
study to academia and practice, discussing limitations of this
thesis, and highlighting avenues for future research. Finally,
my conclusions are set forth in section 6. Figure 2 summa-
rizes my approach.

2. Theoretical Background

To illustrate my phenomenon of interest and correctly po-
sition this thesis in extant research, I begin this section with
a brief review of the temporal perspective used in acquisi-
tion research, in general, and temporal acquisition patterns,
in particular. Subsequently, I introduce the key concepts of
(a) strategic momentum, (b) activity load, and (c) absorp-
tive capacity that will form the theoretical basis of this the-
sis. Finally, I delineate the mechanism through which activ-

ity load induces acquiring firms to deviate from their estab-
lished acquisition patterns and formally develop my hypothe-
ses, which will be tested in section 4.

2.1. Temporal Acquisition Patterns
Over the last three decades, research on acquisitions and

related fields, such as alliances, has increasingly adopted a
temporal perspective, primarily investigating the performance
effects of time-related constructs and phenomena (Shi et al.,
2012). This rise in popularity has translated into a broad
range of research questions and methodological approaches
used to study these topics (Shi et al., 2012). For example,
extant acquisition research has investigated the timing of ac-
quisitions relative to environmental factors, such as industry
M&A waves (e.g., McNamara et al., 2008), acquisition moves
of competitors (e.g., Carow et al., 2004), non-M&A corpo-
rate development initiatives, such as alliances (e.g., Shi &
Prescott, 2011, 2012), and previous acquisitions of acquiring
firms (e.g., Haleblian & Finkelstein, 1999; Hayward, 2002),
among others. This breadth of research contexts exemplifies
the versatility of the temporal perspective and, thus, helps
explain its frequent adoption in acquisition research3.

One growing literature stream which extensively uses
this perspective has studied temporal acquisition patterns
of firms. These patterns are sequences of interrelated ac-
quisitions which are directed at executing a firm’s strategy
(Laamanen & Keil, 2008; Schipper & Thompson, 1983).
Scholars have studied this phenomenon in different ways.
For instance, in an exploratory study of acquisition patterns,
Shi and Prescott (2011) have developed a pattern taxonomy,
deriving seven distinct patterns and grouping those into three
clusters (i.e., predictable patterns, unpredictable patterns, no
acquisition activity) with different performance implications.
Other studies go one step further and either (a) break down
these acquisition patterns into numerical subcomponents,
such as the rate (or frequency) of acquisitions within a given
period and the variability in this acquisition rate over time
(or rhythm) (e.g., Laamanen & Keil, 2008; Shi & Prescott,
2012; Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002), or (b) identify such pat-
terns based on externally observable target firm attributes,
such as target size4 (e.g., Ellis et al., 2011), industry relat-
edness (e.g., Hayward, 2002), or geographic location (e.g.,
Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002). These distinctions allowed
scholars to develop a more fine-grained understanding of
acquisition patterns and, thus, have frequently been used in
recent acquisition pattern research.

Thus far, extant research on these patterns has intensively
investigated their performance effects for acquiring firms,

3 Relevant streams include organizational learning (e.g., Hayward, 2002),
internationalization processes (e.g., Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002), and
strategic change (e.g., Klarner & Raisch, 2013), to name a few. See Shi
et al. (2012) for a comprehensive review.

4 Although Ellis et al. (2011) did not use the term acquisition pattern, they
de facto study acquisition patterns by analyzing how size-specific acquisi-
tion experience, which acquirers gain throughout their acquisition history
(i.e., acquisition pattern), is related to performance.
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Figure 2: Structure of Thesis

highlighting the practical relevance of this phenomenon.
Specifically, most studies5 find that stable acquisition pat-
terns are associated with positive performance outcomes for
acquiring firms (e.g., Hayward, 2002; Shi & Prescott, 2011),
whereas irregular patterns or deviations from stable patterns
adversely affect the performance of these firms (e.g., Ellis
et al., 2011; Laamanen & Keil, 2008; Vermeulen & Barkema,
2002). To explain these results, studies have primarily drawn
on organizational learning theory and Penrosian resource-
based logic. That is, acquiring firms perform better (worse)
if they acquire targets in predictable (irregular) intervals that
(do not) allow firms to infer correct learnings from prior ac-
quisition experience and codify these in routines (Hayward,
2002; Laamanen & Keil, 2008; Shi & Prescott, 2011), refrain
from applying (attempt to transfer) the same acquisition rou-
tines to dissimilar target firms (Ellis et al., 2011), and more
evenly use (abruptly exceed) the limited capacity of their
managers (Laamanen & Keil, 2008; Shi & Prescott, 2011).
Considering these striking differences in acquirer perfor-
mance, one would thus expect scholars to have dug deeper
into factors that explain the emergence of and deviation from
stable acquisition patterns.

However, as shown in Figure 3 our understanding of the
antecedents of temporal acquisition patterns remains rather
limited, indicating a substantial gap in acquisition research.
This might, at first glance, seem surprising given the myr-
iad of factors that scholars found to influence acquisition be-

5 Shi and Prescott (2012) argue that firms need to strike a balance be-
tween the high internal coordination costs of unpredictable patterns and
the flexibility to engage in sudden acquisition opportunities, predicting
an inverted u-shape relationship between temporal rhythm and acquirer
performance. However, using a single-industry sample, they acknowl-
edge the limited generalizability of their results.

havior of firms. Yet, a closer look at the literature on an-
tecedents of acquisition behavior reveals that this discrep-
ancy likely arises from two different research questions to
which scholars have devoted unequal levels of attention: (a)
What makes some firms acquire more than others (i.e., dif-
ferences in acquisitiveness) and (b) what causes the emer-
gence of and deviation from acquisition patterns (i.e., tem-
poral acquisition patterns). Specifically, scholars have ex-
tensively focused on the first research question, discussing
the role of a vast array of antecedents of acquisition behav-
ior. These antecedents cover factors on the individual/team
level, such as CEO characteristics (e.g., A. Chatterjee & Ham-
brick, 2007; Gamache et al., 2015; Malmendier & Tate, 2008;
Seo et al., 2015) and changes within the acquiring firm’s top
management team (TMT) (e.g., Shi et al., 2017); acquiring
firm level, such as a firm’s ambition level (e.g., Haleblian et
al., 2017; Kim et al., 2015) and past growth history (e.g.,
Kim et al., 2011); and environmental level, such as imita-
tion of other firms’ acquisition behavior (e.g., Baum et al.,
2000; Haunschild, 1993; Haunschild & Beckman, 1998) and
the culture-/industry-specific context of acquiring firms (e.g.,
Bertrand et al., 2019), for instance. However, only few stud-
ies have attempted to answer the second research question.
These studies (e.g., Amburgey & Miner, 1992) have found
that past acquisition behavior helps explain how temporal
acquisition patterns emerge and why firms systematically ad-
here to their patterns over time, complementing prior re-
search on acquisitiveness. Yet, it appears that no study that
focused on antecedents of acquisition behavior has investi-
gated possible factors that cause acquiring firms to system-
atically deviate6 from their established acquisition patterns.

6 Systematic deviations are permanent shifts in acquisition behavior (e.g.,
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Figure 3: Research Gap in Literature on Antecedents of Temporal Acquisition Patterns

This thesis thus seeks to bridge this gap by introducing activ-
ity load as a new concept to acquisition pattern research.

2.2. Strategic Momentum
Scholars in the field of organizational science introduced

the concept of strategic momentum four decades ago. Defin-
ing “momentum as the tendency [of firms] to maintain or
expand the . . . direction of prior strategic actions in cur-
rent strategic behavior” (Amburgey & Miner, 1992, p. 335),
early studies of strategic momentum primarily investigated
this concept in the context of organizational change (e.g.,
Kelly & Amburgey, 1991; Miller & Friesen, 1980) and inno-
vation (e.g., Miller & Friesen, 1982), obtaining remarkably
consistent results. For instance, scholars of organizational
change found not only that firms are more likely to imple-
ment changes that are consistent with their adopted strategic
and structural orientation (Miller & Friesen, 1980) but also
that firms which experience strategic changes of one type
(e.g., a change from a generalist strategic orientation to a
specialized orientation) keep making strategic changes of the
same type (Kelly & Amburgey, 1991). Likewise, studies of in-
novation patterns of firms showed that past innovation prac-
tices evolve in the same direction (Miller & Friesen, 1982),
corroborating that actions of one type increase the likelihood
of subsequent similar actions (Haleblian et al., 2006) and

an acquiring firm that previously acquired large targets now switches to
small targets). As I will explain in sections 2.3 and 2.4, such a pattern
shift involves substantial costs and, thus, can likely not be explained by
antecedents of acquisition behavior that primarily explain differences in
the number and volume of acquisitions. If firms are influenced by these
factors, it thus appears more likely that firms simply adjust the number
of deals and deal volume instead of changing their patterns.

that the concept of momentum can hold in multiple research
settings.

Building on these early studies, Amburgey and Miner
(1992) applied the concept of momentum to the context
of acquisitions, showing that momentum can help explain
acquisition behavior, in general, and the emergence of ac-
quisition patterns, in particular. For this, they distinguished
between three different types of momentum: Repetitive
momentum (the tendency to repeat past strategic actions),
positional momentum (the tendency to maintain or extend
current strategic positions), and contextual momentum (the
influence of contextual features on strategic actions). Using
a multivariate point process model, the authors found em-
pirical support for the existence of repetitive and contextual
momentum. Specifically, they observed that past experience
in acquisitions of one type, such as horizontal acquisitions,
increases the propensity of acquirers to engage in subsequent
acquisitions of the same type (repetitive momentum), while
acquirers with a decentralized structure are more likely to
pursue diversification acquisitions (contextual momentum).
Although Amburgey and Miner (1992) could only partially
confirm the existence of positional momentum7, their study
was the first to show that firms follow acquisition patterns
that are consistent with past experiences, expanding prior
research on strategic momentum.

To explain their results, Amburgey and Miner (1992) re-
sorted to organizational learning theory and theories of man-
agerial cognition. Specifically, they argued that, by acquiring

7 Firms with a diversified position in multiple product markets tend to ex-
pand their current position through further product market diversifica-
tion acquisitions. However, conglomerate firms do not seem to engage in
further conglomerate acquisitions (Amburgey & Miner, 1992).
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targets of a certain type, acquirers accumulate type-specific
acquisition experience, which (a) leads to the formation of
type-specific acquisition routines and (b) positions these tar-
gets more centrally in the cognitive maps of managers. Both
concepts explain the creation of acquisition momentum, al-
though for different reasons. Routines, on the one hand, “are
programs of action that . . . [formalize an organization’s] ex-
perience . . . with a particular task” (Haleblian et al., 2006,
p. 358), constituting a key element of organizations (Cyert
& March, 1963; Nelson & Winter, 1982). They are formed
through repeated actions, which allow organizations to build
up competence and confidence in executing these actions,
creating an incentive to repeat learned behaviors (Collins et
al., 2009) and, thus, momentum (Amburgey & Miner, 1992).
In other words, through routines, “an organization under-
takes . . . activities . . . because it knows how to [execute
these activities]”8 (Amburgey & Miner, 1992, p. 336). In
the context of acquisitions, routines encompass “templates
for selecting . . . [specific] targets or [post-integration]
guidelines” (Haleblian et al., 2006, p. 358) and therefore
help explain type-specific acquisition momentum (Amburgey
& Miner, 1992). Cognitive maps, on the other hand, refer to
the shared mindsets of managers. They are shaped by ex-
periences in certain strategic actions, such as acquisitions of
targets of a specific type, inducing a preference for these ac-
tions (Amburgey & Miner, 1992). That is, once managers
build up experience with targets of a specific type, these tar-
gets "[take] a more central role in [their] . . . cognitive
[maps and, thus, are] . . . more likely to be seen as an
appropriate [strategic action]" (Amburgey & Miner, 1992, p.
337). Both concepts therefore corroborate that acquisitions
are subject to inertial pressures, promoting acquisitions of fa-
miliar target types (i.e., more exploitation) while reducing an
acquirer’s likelihood to buy less-known target types (i.e., less
exploration) (Collins et al., 2009).

As presented in Table 1, research on acquisition patterns
has frequently adopted the reasoning of Amburgey and Miner
(1992) and extensively studied momentum as a firm-level
explanation of acquisition behavior, substantiating the repet-
itive momentum hypothesis. One set of studies, for example,
explored overall acquisition momentum, finding that prior
acquisition experience, in general, increases the likelihood
of subsequent acquisitions (Haleblian et al., 2006). Other
studies chose a more fine-grained perspective by differen-
tiating between externally observable target firm attributes.
In a study of local expansion patterns of firms, for example,
Baum et al. (2000) showed that firms are more likely to ac-
quire targets that have attributes similar to those of previ-
ously acquired targets. Likewise, Collins et al. (2009) found
that prior experience in cross-border acquisitions increases
the likelihood of firms to engage in further acquisitions of

8 Seminal studies of routines (e.g., Levitt & March, 1988; Nelson & Winter,
1982) emphasize that this “learning process is largely independent of the
performance outcomes of prior experiences” (Haleblian et al., 2006, p.
357) since positive outcomes are interpreted as evidence of successful
actions while negative outcomes are attributed to external circumstances
or poor execution of routines (Amburgey & Miner, 1992).

that type, corroborating that repetitive momentum holds in
a cross-border acquisition context. Both sets of studies there-
fore found a positive relationship between prior acquisition
experience and subsequent acquisition activity – a result con-
sistent with predictions of momentum theory.

However, this consensus has been challenged recently.
Albeit in the context of organizational change, Beck et al.
(2008) found that firms exhibit behavior opposite to the
repetitive momentum hypothesis, providing both theoreti-
cal and methodological explanations for their observation.
From a theoretical viewpoint, the authors argued that prior
change enables firms “to refine the content of organizational
procedures . . . [and] routines that govern change pro-
cesses” (p. 428) which reduces the need for subsequent
change, although they did not directly measure this mech-
anism. Methodologically (and more dramatically), Beck
et al. (2008) showed that accounting for unobserved time-
invariant heterogeneity on the firm level reverses the direc-
tion of the momentum effect (i.e., prior change triggers a
deceleration in further change of the same type, not an ac-
celeration). They confirmed their observations with three
datasets in different research settings, indicating that past
studies of momentum, which mostly use random effects mod-
els, have likely reported biased results. Moreover, Vermeulen
and Barkema (2001) presented findings in a cross-border
acquisition context that are similar to those of Beck et al.
(2008). That is, after including firm fixed effects in their
logit model, Vermeulen and Barkema (2001) showed that
prior cross-border acquisitions trigger a deceleration in fur-
ther cross-border acquisition activity9, demonstrating that
the results of Beck et al. (2008) are equally relevant for
scholars who study acquisition patterns. Both studies thus
challenge the repetitive momentum hypothesis and reveal a
major gap in momentum research that, I argue, can (at least
partially) be closed by introducing the concept of activity
load to momentum research.

2.3. Activity Load and Absorptive Capacity
Like strategic momentum, the concepts of activity load

and absorptive capacity are not new to management research.
Specifically, both date back to early studies of organizational
behavior (Simon, 1945) and growth (Penrose, 1959), play-
ing a particularly crucial role in Penrose’s The Theory of the
Growth of the Firm. In her study, Penrose (1959) has argued
that the capacity of managers to engage in activities of firms
(i.e., their absorptive capacity) is limited10, essentially refer-
ring to Simon’s (1945) idea of ‘bounded rationality’ accord-
ing to which managers have a finite capacity to process infor-
mation11. To grow, however, a firm needs its managers to en-

9 The authors report the increase in cross-border greenfield investments as
an inverse proxy for the deceleration in cross-border acquisitions.

10 That is, “there is plainly a physical maximum to the number of things any
individual or group of individuals can do” (Penrose, 1959, p. 41).

11 As Penrose (1959, p. 15) notes, “the general view . . . set forth here does
not differ fundamentally from the concepts . . . of Simon [(1945)]”.
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Table 1: Overview of Studies of Strategic Momentum

Repetitive
Study Literature Key Finding Momentum

Stream Hypothesis
Confirmed

Miller and Friesen
(1980)

Organizational
Change

Organizations generally implement
changes that are consistent with their
adopted strategy and structure. However,
periods of substantial reversal can occur if
excesses / problems become dominant.

Partially(a)

Miller and Friesen
(1982)

Innovation Past innovation practices of proactive inno-
vators (entrepreneurial firms) and reactive
innovators (conservative firms) keep evolv-
ing in the same direction.

Yes

Kelly and Amburgey
(1991)

Organizational
Change

Firms which experience strategic changes of
one type are more likely to pursue similar
changes in the future.

Yes

Amburgey and
Miner (1992)

Acquisition Pat-
terns

Past experience in mergers of one type in-
creases the number of subsequent mergers
of the same type.

Yes

Baum et al. (2000) Acquisition Pat-
terns

Building on prior experience, firms are more
likely to acquire targets which are similar
to previously acquired targets than targets
which are dissimilar.

Yes

Vermeulen and
Barkema (2001)

Acquisition Pat-
terns

Increases in cross-border acquisitions de-
crease the likelihood of engaging in subse-
quent cross-border acquisitions.

No

Haleblian et al.
(2006)

Acquisition Pat-
terns

Prior acquisition experience, positive per-
formance feedback, and their interaction all
increase the likelihood of engaging in subse-
quent acquisitions.

Yes

Beck et al. (2008) Organizational
Change

Prior changes trigger a deceleration of fur-
ther changes of the same type.

No

Collins et al. (2009) Acquisition Pat-
terns

Prior acquisition experience in cross-border
acquisitions increases the likelihood of en-
gaging in subsequent cross-border acquisi-
tions.

Yes

Notes: (a) This study finds an oscillation pattern. That is, periods of momentum alternate with periods in which a firm’s direction of change reverses.

gage in growth-promoting activities12 that consume their lim-
ited capacity (i.e., to shoulder the load imposed by these ac-
tivities). By synthesizing these two premises, Penrose (1959)
concludes that the growth of a firm depends on how much of
the managerial capacity available to the firm is consumed by
growth-promoting activities, with the available managerial
capacity setting the upper growth limit. In fact, the inter-
play between the availability and consumption of managerial
capacity is so central to her theory that Penrose (1959) even
calls it the ‘fundamental ratio’13. The concepts of activity load

12 Growth-promoting activities refer to what Penrose (1959) called “the cre-
ation and execution of plans for expansion” (p. 46).

13 Penrose (1959) defines this ratio as “the ratio between the managerial
services available [emphasis added] for expansion and the managerial
services required [emphasis added] per dollar of expansion” (p. 175).

and absorptive capacity thus represent two sides of the same
coin, adding to our understanding of organizations only in
combination with each other.

Later studies have extended the early work of Penrose
(1959), defining activity load as the level of simultaneous
activity in which a firm engages at a given time (Castellan-
eta & Zollo, 2015) and distinguishing between two differ-
ent drivers of a firm’s activity load. This new distinction led
to the emergence of two complementary perspectives in ac-
tivity load research (Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015). One set
of studies (e.g., Barkema & Schijven, 2008; Castellaneta &
Zollo, 2015), for instance, has considered the concept of ac-
tivity load from a purely quantitative view, the computation
perspective, equating a firm’s activity load with the num-
ber of simultaneous activities in which its managers engage
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(first driver) (Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015). That is, firms
bear a higher activity load if they, ceteris paribus, engage in
a higher number of parallel activities. However, although
this purely quantitative perspective offers compelling advan-
tages, such as ease of empirical measurement, to scholars, it
abstracts from the fact that activities can vary with respect
to the amount of time and effort managers need to invest in
them (Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015) and, thus, how much man-
agerial capacity they consume. To bridge this gap, a second
set of studies (e.g., Daft & Weick, 1984; Zorn et al., 2019) has
adopted a different view of the activity load concept – the in-
terpretation perspective. According to this view, the activity
load of a firm varies with the level of difficulty its managers
face in interpreting the information associated with the ac-
tivities they pursue, depending on the level of complexity14 of
these activities (second driver) (Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015).
In other words, firms bear a higher activity load if they, ce-
teris paribus, pursue activities that are more complex. Taken
together, both perspectives show that activity load is a multi-
faceted concept that can only be fully understood once bro-
ken down into its components of volume and complexity.

Irrespectively of the activity load perspective adopted by
these studies, they have unanimously argued that high lev-
els of activity load can create problems for firms. That is,
once the activity load of firms exceeds their absorptive capac-
ity, which equals the maximum level of activity that a firm
can simultaneously absorb, these firms face a situation of
information overload (Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015). In such
a situation, firms are overwhelmed by the amount and/or
complexity of the information they need to digest (Castel-
laneta & Zollo, 2015). This makes them less able to infer
correct learnings from past experience (Haleblian & Finkel-
stein, 1999; Hayward, 2002) due to ‘time compression disec-
onomies’ (Dierickx & Cool, 1989), reduces their capacity to
absorb further activities (Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002), and
– especially in the acquisition context – causes ‘corporate in-
digestion’ (Kusewitt, 1985). Building on this logic, scholars
in the field of M&A have argued that an overload situation
is particularly likely in the context of acquisitions (Castellan-
eta & Zollo, 2015), drawing on both activity load perspec-
tives. On the one hand, “[acquiring] firms frequently engage
in multiple acquisitions to execute their strategy” (Laama-
nen & Keil, 2008, p. 663), often managing a high volume
of activities in parallel (computation perspective) (Castellan-
eta & Zollo, 2015). On the other hand, acquisitions them-
selves are strategic activities and, thus, “particularly complex
..., making information overload more likely” (interpretation
perspective) (Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015, p. 142). In sum,
research on activity load has agreed on the fact that overload
can create considerable problems for firms and highlighted

14 I acknowledge that the level of interpretation difficulty can also depend
on the “uncertainty, ambiguity, novelty, ... and intensity” of activities
(Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015, p. 142). However, given that prior liter-
ature on activity load has mostly differentiated activities by their com-
plexity (e.g., Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015; Collins et al., 2009; Ellis et al.,
2011; Zorn et al., 2019), I follow this route to ensure comparability of
results.

the relevance of information overload in the context of ac-
quisitions.

Scholars generally agree that a firm’s absorptive capac-
ity cannot be easily expanded in the short run15 (Penrose,
1959; Shaver, 2006). Yet, research has shown that some
firm-level factors can alleviate the strains imposed by high
levels of activity load. For this, studies have differentiated
between three groups of factors. First, one stream of re-
search (e.g., Kusewitt, 1985; Laamanen & Keil, 2008; Pen-
rose, 1959) has stressed the importance of structural features
of acquiring firms, such as size or organizational structure,
in alleviating the burden imposed by high levels of activity
load. Following Penrosian resource-based logic, these stud-
ies have argued that a larger size allows acquirers to not only
access a larger pool of managerial resources but also benefit
from more “[specialized] structures and processes for man-
aging acquisitions” (Laamanen & Keil, 2008, p. 666) – two
ways that cushion the effects of high activity load. Since “de-
centralization is equivalent to [an increase] . . . in the
input of managerial services" (Penrose, 1959, pp. 49-50),
scholars have hypothesized a firm’s structure to yield effects
similar to those of firm size, although empirical evidence on
this has remained rather scarce. Second, another research
stream (e.g., Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015; Laamanen & Keil,
2008) has emphasized the role of prior acquisition experi-
ence. Drawing on organizational learning theory, these stud-
ies have stressed that, through repetition of activities, firms
build routines that allow them to reduce the attention man-
agers consciously need to devote to these activities16 (Ocasio,
1997) – a process that frees up managerial capacity (Castel-
laneta & Zollo, 2015; Laamanen & Keil, 2008). Third, a final
set of studies (e.g., Zorn et al., 2019) has highlighted that
the activity capacity available to acquirers also depends on
the managerial capacity of the target firm. Specifically, Zorn
et al. (2019) have presented evidence which shows that re-
taining target firm executives after the acquisition can allevi-
ate the strains imposed by a high activity load, arguing that
TMT retention increases the managerial capacity available
for integration activities. Overall, these firm-level factors
have strongly contributed to a more nuanced understanding
of the effects of high levels of activity load than the concept
of activity load alone.

As presented in Table 2, studies of activity load have ex-
tensively investigated the performance implications of infor-
mation overload for acquirers, obtaining mostly consistent
results. These studies have frequently stipulated and found
a negative linear relationship between the activity load and

15 Penrose (1959) argues that firms can only expand their activity capac-
ity over time since “existing managerial personnel provide services that
cannot be provided by personnel newly hired from outside the firm . . .
because the experience they gain from working within the firm and with
each other enables them to provide services that are uniquely valuable
for the operations of [that firm]” (pp.41-42). Shaver (2006) agrees, stat-
ing that “the capacity effect is not necessarily binding in the long term
because of the firm’s ability to increase capacity” (p. 966).

16 That is, managers switch from controlled processing to automatic pro-
cessing of activities, saving cognitive capacity (Ocasio, 1997).
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firm-level performance of acquirers, covering a wide array
of research contexts, such as post-merger integration (PMI)
(Barkema & Schijven, 2008; Shaver, 2006; Zorn et al., 2019)
and acquisition programs (Kusewitt, 1985; Laamanen & Keil,
2008). Yet, a closer look at the literature reveals differences
in the extent to which both activity load perspectives have
been researched by scholars. For instance, extant literature
has predominantly explored the effects of acquisition volume
and complexity in isolation (e.g., Barkema & Schijven, 2008;
Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015; Kusewitt, 1985; Vermeulen &
Barkema, 2002; Zorn et al., 2019), mostly finding a nega-
tive linear relationship17 between activity load and firm per-
formance with moderately large effect sizes18. By contrast,
studies which examine the joint effect of acquisition volume
and complexity (e.g., Laamanen & Keil, 2008) have been
scarce and only partially substantiated the existence of that
effect19. Overall, despite these differences in perspective, ex-
tant research has demonstrated that activity load has impor-
tant performance implications for acquirers.

However, Table 2 also clearly shows that extant liter-
ature has largely abstracted from firm-level consequences
other than performance. For instance, only few studies (e.g.,
Barkema & Schijven, 2008) have examined that overload
can also trigger a restructuring response of acquiring firms.
Specifically, building on the behavioral theory of the firm
(BTF) (Cyert & March, 1963; March & Simon, 1958; Simon,
1945), Barkema and Schijven (2008) have argued that ac-
quirers initially seek solutions to integration problems within
target firms (i.e., local search) but eventually need to cut
complexity through restructuring (i.e., distant search) since
the cumulative inefficiencies from past integrations create an
overload situation. Their empirical results, which show that
the number of acquisitions since an acquirer’s last restruc-
turing is positively related to that firm’s likelihood to engage
in renewed restructuring, support their logic. Likewise, evi-
dence on the relationship between activity load and acqui-
sition behavior of firms remains surprisingly scarce. That
is, although one would intuitively expect high levels of ac-
tivity load to affect the acquisition behavior of firms (e.g.,
stop in acquisitions due to indigestion - Kusewitt, 1985), no
study has – to the best of my knowledge – hitherto inves-
tigated whether activity load influences acquisition behav-
ior. This thesis therefore aims to complement prior activity

17 Barkema and Shijven’s (2008) study is an exception since it only exam-
ines activity load as a moderating variable, corroborating that a higher
number of acquisitions strengthens the inverted u-shape relationship be-
tween the number of acquisitions since an acquirer’s last restructuring
and firm-level performance of the acquirer.

18 For instance, Castellaneta and Zollo (2015) find that an activity load in-
crease (i.e., increase in the number of private equity (PE) investments)
by one standard deviation reduces an investment’s IRR by ten percent
(computation perspective). Likewise, Zorn et al. (2019) observe a USD
217m drop in the market value of acquirers with an asset book value of
USD 1bn for each additional nested target within (i.e., higher complexity
of) the focal target (interpretation perspective).

19 Specifically, Laamanen and Keil (2008) find a significant effect for the
product term of acquisition rate and program scope but not for the prod-
uct term of acquisition rate variability and program scope.

load research, which is summarized in Figure 4, by studying
whether activity load can help explain acquisition behavior
of firms, in general, and deviations from temporal acquisi-
tion patterns, in particular.

2.4. Synthesis and Hypothesis Development
I derive three essential insights from reviewing the liter-

ature. First, acquisition pattern literature exhibits a gap in
research on antecedents which explain systematic deviations
from established acquisition patterns – despite a myriad of
factors that are known to influence differences in the acquis-
itiveness of acquiring firms. Second, research on momen-
tum converged towards a clear consensus on the repetitive
momentum hypothesis, which, however, was both theoreti-
cally and methodologically challenged by recent studies (e.g.,
Beck et al., 2008). Third, studies of activity load have exten-
sively investigated performance implications of high levels
of activity load for acquirers, largely abstracting from alter-
native firm-level consequences, such as restructuring (e.g.,
Barkema & Schijven, 2008) and, in particular, changes in ac-
quisition behavior.

By combining these insights, I argue that high levels of
activity load cause acquiring firms to systematically deviate
from their established acquisition patterns. If true, this re-
lationship could explain acquisition behavior opposite to the
repetitive momentum hypothesis. To validate this idea, I fol-
low a three-step approach hereafter, with each step answer-
ing one of the subquestions shown earlier in Figure 1. First,
I examine how the volume of acquisitions affects acquisition
behavior – a relationship that solely draws on the logic of the
computation perspective and, thus, serves as a good base-
line effect of activity load. Second, I analyze how this base-
line effect varies with the complexity of acquisitions, explor-
ing the joint effect of volume (computation perspective) and
complexity (interpretation perspective). Third, I investigate
whether and how the absorptive capacity of acquirers, which
I proxy in two different ways (i.e., acquirer size and organi-
zational structure), alleviates the effect of activity load. By
following these three steps, I can disentangle the effects of
each activity load driver and develop a nuanced understand-
ing of how activity load affects the acquisition behavior of
firms. Figure 5 summarizes my approach.

2.4.1. Baseline Effect: Acquisition Volume
A change in acquisition behavior is the final step in a

dynamic process in which firms face an overload situation
caused by high levels of activity load. This process starts
with the build-up of acquisition experience which acquirers
gain from each acquisition they pursue (Haleblian & Finkel-
stein, 1999; Hayward, 2002), allowing them to successively
build up the knowledge of and skills for managing acquisi-
tions20 (Laamanen & Keil, 2008). Over time, this accumula-

20 I assume that the time intervals between individual acquisitions are nei-
ther too short nor too long because too short (long) intervals make it
harder (uneconomical) for firms to infer correct learnings from (codify)
past acquisition experience (Hayward, 2002; Laamanen & Keil, 2008).
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Table 2: Overview of Studies of Activity Load and Activity Capacity

Study Literature Key Finding Activity Load Firm-Level
Stream Perspective Consequence

Penrose (1959) Organizational
Growth

The growth of a firm is deter-
mined by the managerial services
available to that firm and those
consumed by expansion activities.

- -

Kusewitt (1985) Acquisition
Programs

A high number of acquisitions
within a short time can lead to
indigestion problems and is neg-
atively associated with acquirer
performance. Targets of large rel-
ative size and from unrelated in-
dustries are also negatively related
to performance. A larger acquirer
size and decentralized structure
potentially alleviate this burden.

Computation
and
Interpretation(a)

Performance

Vermeulen and
Barkema (2002)

International
Expansion

A high/temporally concentrated
number of new subsidiaries and a
broad product/ geographic expan-
sion scope create an overload that
reduces a firm’s absorptive ca-
pacity, weakening the positive re-
lationship between international
expansion and firm performance.

Computation
and
Interpretation(a)

Performance

Shaver (2006) Post-Merger
Integration

The limited cognitive capacity of
managers can constrain the real-
ization of synergies in the PMI
phase.

- Performance

Barkema and
Schijven (2008)

Post-Merger
Integration

The number of acquisitions since
a firm’s last restructuring is
positively (negatively) related
to further restructuring (perfor-
mance). A higher acquisition
intensity (more acquisition ex-
perience) strengthens (weakens)
this effect.

Computation Performance
and Restruc-
turing

Laamanen and
Keil (2008)

Acquisition
Programs

A high volume/uneven temporal
distribution of acquisitions can
overstrain the limited cognitive
capacity of managers and inhibit
the build-up of additional ca-
pacity, both being negatively re-
lated to acquirer performance.
A broader, more complex acqui-
sition program scope strengthens
the negative effect of a high acqui-
sition volume. A larger acquirer
size and prior acquisition experi-
ence can weaken the negative ef-
fect of surges in acquisitions.

Computation
and
Interpretation(b)

Performance

(Continued)
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Table 2—continued

Castellaneta and
Zollo (2015)

Organizational
Learning

A higher number of parallel PE in-
vestments (over-)saturates man-
agers’ limited attention capacity
and is inversely related to PE in-
vestment returns. Prior acquisi-
tion experience can weaken this
negative effect.

Computation Performance

Zorn et al.
(2019)

Post-Merger
Integration

Nested acquisitions are more com-
plex and, thus, require more man-
agerial capacity than non-nested
ones, reducing post-acquisition
performance. Retaining TMT
members of the focal target weak-
ens this negative relationship.

Interpretation Performance

Notes: Study investigates computation and interpretation perspective (a) seperately or (b) jointly and seperately.

Figure 4: Determining Factors and Firm-Level Consequences of Overload

tion of acquisition experience leads to the formation of acqui-
sition routines and a more central positioning of acquisitions
in the cognitive maps of managers, creating repetitive mo-
mentum, which incentivizes firms to repeat learned behav-
iors and, thus, engage in further acquisitions (Amburgey &
Miner, 1992). A higher number of subsequent acquisitions,
however, directly translates into a higher activity load since
acquirers not only need to integrate an ever-growing number
of targets from past deals but also – in parallel – refill their
deal pipeline by screening for and negotiating with poten-
tial targets to maintain acquisition momentum. In fact, the
inertial pressures of momentum often are so pervasive (Am-
burgey & Miner, 1992; Miller & Friesen, 1980, 1982) that
the steady increase in acquisition activity driven by momen-

tum likely persists until the activity load from acquisitions
exceeds the absorptive capacity of acquirers, creating a situ-
ation of information overload (Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015).
As the strains of information overload are instantly felt by
managers and, thus, must be immediately acted on, I expect
the cognitive burden borne by managers in such a situation,
ceteris paribus, to dominate the inertial pressures of momen-
tum, forcing acquirers to reduce the activity load from ac-
quisitions21. The simplest way for them to achieve this is
by reducing their acquisition volume in the subsequent pe-
riod – a change in acquisition behavior that would not only

21 Expanding a firm’s managerial capacity is not an option since it cannot
be easily expanded in the short run (Penrose, 1959; Shaver, 2006).
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Figure 5: Key Relationships and Tested Hypotheses

allow acquirers to process their backlog of ‘undigested’ acqui-
sitions (Kusewitt, 1985) but also correspond to a discontinua-
tion in acquisition momentum (Beck et al., 2008; Vermeulen
& Barkema, 2001). Stated formally:

Hypothesis 1: Increases in acquisition activity rel-
ative to a firm’s past acquisition activity level re-
duce a firm’s likelihood to engage in subsequent
acquisitions.

2.4.2. Heterogeneity in Acquirer Responses I: Acquisition
Complexity

Because acquisitions are heterogeneous events (Hale-
blian & Finkelstein, 1999; Hayward, 2002) which differ in
their rationale (e.g., Hayward, 2002), process management
(e.g., Haspeslagh & Jemison, 1991), and performance (e.g.,
King et al., 2004), it is not surprising that some scholars (e.g.,
Zorn et al., 2019) have argued that acquisitions also vary in
their degree of complexity and, thus, in their activity load.
That is, depending on the characteristics of the target firm
vis-à-vis the acquirer, acquisitions can vary in the amount of
managerial capacity they consume (Zorn et al., 2019), al-
lowing acquirers to exhibit cross-sectional variation in their
behavioral response to an overload situation. Following this
reasoning, acquisition research has widely discussed three
dimensions of acquisition complexity, which operate on dif-
ferent levels of aggregation and, thus, capture different facets
of acquisition complexity.

Figure 6 visualizes these dimensions, as well as the exter-
nally observable structural target firm attributes associated
with them. That is, on the country level, acquisition com-
plexity depends on the target’s geographic location, which
captures differences in cultural and institutional contexts be-
tween the home countries of the target and the acquirer
(Collins et al., 2009; Ellis et al., 2011; Vermeulen & Barkema,

2002). Such differences add an additional layer of com-
plexity to cross-border acquisitions since they pressure ac-
quirers “to adapt home-grown mental maps, organizational
structures, systems, and processes to the international set-
ting” (Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002, p. 638) and absorb
new “region-specific practices and business knowledge” (El-
lis et al., 2011, p. 1265). Thus, cross-border acquisitions,
on average, impose a higher activity load on acquirers than
domestic ones. Likewise, on the industry level, acquisition
complexity depends on the industry relatedness of the tar-
get and the acquirer. Since every industry operates on a dif-
ferent business logic (Prahalad & Bettis, 1986; Vermeulen &
Barkema, 2002), which is reflected in different product offer-
ings (Ellis et al., 2011) and internal structures (Finkelstein &
Haleblian, 2002; Haleblian & Finkelstein, 1999), firms that
acquire targets which operate in unrelated industries must
manage “more complex . . . interdependencies across a
wider variety of functions and products [during and after the
acquisition]” (Ellis et al., 2011, p. 1264). Thus, unrelated
acquisitions, on average, consume more managerial capacity
than acquisitions of targets in related industries, imposing a
higher activity load on acquiring firms (Zorn et al., 2019).
Finally, on the firm level, acquisition complexity depends on
the size of the target relative to the acquirer. That is, since
the scale of operations of large targets requires large-scale in-
tegration activities, large acquisitions increase coordination
costs for acquirers due to a higher number of “interrelated
decisions . . . [and the] involvement of more . . . members
across business[es]. . . and functional areas” (Ellis et al.,
2011, p. 1263) and create a stronger disruptive effect within
the acquirer’s organization due to large-scale internal reorga-
nization (Barkema & Schijven, 2008). Thus, large targets, on
average, are more resource-consuming and complex to inte-
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grate than smaller ones22, imposing a higher activity load on
firms (Zorn et al., 2019). Overall, the literary discourse on
the dimensions of acquisition complexity highlights that the
relationship between activity load and the acquisition behav-
ior of acquirers can only be fully understood by examining
the joint effect of acquisition volume and complexity (i.e., by
combining both activity load perspectives).

Drawing on both activity load perspectives, I therefore
argue that a firm’s acquisition behavior response to infor-
mation overload varies with the complexity level of acqui-
sitions. Specifically, I expect firms to reduce the activity load
from acquisitions in two ways. On the one hand, they can,
ceteris paribus, cut the complexity of newly made acquisi-
tions by switching from targets in a higher-complexity cat-
egory (e.g., overseas targets) to ones in a lower-complexity
category (e.g., domestic targets). By definition, such a re-
sponse would represent a deviation from a firm’s established
acquisition pattern (e.g., shift from a pattern of overseas tar-
gets to one of domestic targets), allowing firms to maintain
their overall acquisition momentum23 while alleviating the
strains of information overload. On the other hand, if ac-
quirers have established an acquisition pattern of targets in
a lower-complexity category, they have no choice to reduce
their activity load other than by, ceteris paribus, decreasing
the volume of newly made acquisitions. In doing so, firms
can alleviate the strains of information overload only by dis-
continuing their acquisition momentum as there is no other
target firm category to which they can switch. Thus, it fol-
lows:

Hypothesis 2a: Increases in acquisition activity
within a higher-complexity target firm category
relative to a firm’s past acquisition activity level
within that category reduce (increase) that firm’s
likelihood to engage in subsequent acquisitions
within that higher-complexity (lower-complexity)
category.

Hypothesis 2b: Increases in acquisition activity
within a lower-complexity target firm category

22 I acknowledge that organizational learning literature (e.g., Castellaneta
& Zollo, 2015; Ellis et al., 2011) has argued and found that repeated ac-
quisitions of large targets (targets within the same geography/industry)
reduce the perceived complexity of acquisitions of the same type due to
routinization effects. However, I argue that routinization cannot elimi-
nate the differences in complexity between larger (overseas/unrelated)
and smaller (domestic/related) acquisitions for two reasons. First, rou-
tines are formed through repeated actions and, thus, need time to evolve
(Collins et al., 2009). Second, if routines are not regularly used, past
learnings which are not properly codified become irrelevant or are for-
gotten since employees, in which these learnings reside (Levitt & March,
1988), may move to different units or leave the company (Hayward,
2002).

23 More specifically, by switching from targets in a higher-complexity cat-
egory to targets in a lower one, firms shift their acquisition momen-
tum from one target firm type to the other, discontinuing momentum
for targets in the higher-complexity category while building up type-
specific acquisition experience – and momentum – for targets in the
lower-complexity category (Amburgey & Miner, 1992; Haleblian et al.,
2006).

relative to a firm’s past acquisition activity level
within that category reduce a firm’s likelihood
to engage in subsequent acquisitions within that
category.

2.4.3. Heterogeneity in Acquirer Responses II: Structural
Features of Acquirers

Cross-sectional variation in the behavioral response of ac-
quirers, however, could result not only from differences in
acquisition complexity but also from differences in acquirer
characteristics. Building on this idea, I argue that differences
in acquirer size can explain why some acquirers can bear a
higher activity load burden and, thus, are less likely to de-
viate from their stable acquisition pattern than others. That
is, according to Penrosian resource-based logic, a larger firm
size allows acquirers to access a larger pool of managerial re-
sources and more specialized internal acquisition processes
(Laamanen & Keil, 2008). Through this, acquirers de facto
extend their absorptive capacity, which alleviates the strains
imposed by high levels of activity load. This, in turn, reduces
their likelihood of reaching a situation of information over-
load and, thus, helps them maintain their acquisition mo-
mentum. Following this rationale, I hypothesize:

Hypothesis 3: Increases in acquisition activity rel-
ative to a firm’s past acquisition activity level less
strongly affect that firm’s likelihood to engage in
subsequent acquisitions if that firm is larger.

Using the same logic, I expect a more decentralized or-
ganizational structure to yield the same effect for acquirers
as an increase in firm size or managerial capacity. That is,
a higher degree of decentralization allows acquirers to dis-
tribute the activity load from acquisitions more evenly across
organizational members, avoiding a too strong concentration
of activity load within one single part of the organization.
Like an increase in firm size, a more decentralized organiza-
tional structure expands the absorptive capacity of acquirers,
alleviating the strains imposed by high levels of activity load.
Consequently, I expect firms with a more decentralized struc-
ture, ceteris paribus, to be less likely to deviate from their
established acquisition pattern. Thus, it follows:

Hypothesis 4: Increases in acquisition activity rel-
ative to a firm’s past acquisition activity level less
strongly affect that firm’s likelihood to engage in
subsequent acquisitions if that firm has a more de-
centralized organizational structure.

3. Methodology

In the following, I outline the methodological approach
taken to answer my research question. This outline consists
of three parts. First, I delineate the data sources of my sample
and the steps taken to modify the raw data. Second, defini-
tions of all variables and the rationale for including them in
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Figure 6: Dimensions of Acquisition Complexity by Aggregation Level

my analysis are presented.24 Third, I elaborate on the empir-
ical model used in this study.

3.1. Sample Sourcing and Data Cleaning
To corroborate my hypotheses, I compiled a panel dataset

of publicly disclosed acquisitions of the 300 largest Fortune
Global 500 firms over the 1990-2010 period. My rationale for
choosing this particular sample is threefold. First, to ensure
that all acquirers in the sample are sufficiently acquisitive, I
only included acquirers that are large in size (Audia & Greve,
2006; Baysinger & Hoskisson, 1989). Firms listed in the For-
tune Global 500 ranking meet this criterion particularly well
since they are the largest ones by revenue and, thus, have siz-
able operations and acquisition activities. Second, I limited
my sample to acquirers that were listed in the 1990 Fortune
Global 500 ranking to avoid any survivorship bias. Third,
to ensure that firms have acquisition streams that are suffi-
ciently long for temporal dynamics to be visible, I selected
a 21-year time horizon with high levels of historical acquisi-
tion activity (Cools et al., 2007; Kengelbach & Roos, 2011).
Meeting all these criteria, my selected sample seems to be
well suited to test my hypotheses.

This sample combines data from multiple data sources.
For instance, in line with prior studies (e.g., Laamanen &
Keil, 2008), all acquisition data stem from Refinitiv’s Eikon
M&A database (formerly Thomson One and Datastream),
ensuring a comprehensive coverage of acquisitions over the
sample period. In addition, to create the two controls CEO
overconfidence and CEO succession, I extracted data from

24 Please refer to Table A.1 in the appendix for detailed definitions and data
sources of all variables used in this study.

Compustat Execucomp. This dataset was complemented by
human-coded data on TMT member titles as originally found
on Execucomp, through which I proxied a firm’s degree of de-
centralization. Finally, Standard & Poor’s (S&P) Compustat
North America database served as the source of company-
level financials and business-segment data, which I used to
create firm-level controls and cluster acquisitions by their ob-
servable attributes. All data on acquisitions, human-coded
TMT member titles, and business-segment fundamentals
were generously provided by Prof. Johannes Luger, who
used them in prior research projects.

After merging these raw data into one comprehensive
dataset, I executed several data cleans and transformations
to avoid implausible data values and ensure consistency in
my data. First, I eliminated duplicate M&A transactions in
my acquisition raw data to ensure that deals in my final sam-
ple are unique, excluding 59 duplicate transactions. Second,
I mapped acquisitions in a given calendar year (CY) to an ac-
quirer’s fiscal year (FY) with the same year identifier. That
is, an acquisition occurring in August 2000, for instance, is
counted towards an acquirer’s FY 2000 even though the ac-
quirer’s fiscal year end (FYE) is in June, technically making
that deal part of an acquirer’s FY 2001. My rationale be-
hind using this simplified mapping approach was twofold.
On the one hand, only 45 (24 percent of) firms in my sample
have a FYE that deviates from the calendar year end (CYE).
On the other hand, since my research question investigates a
phenomenon that evolves over multiple years, different FYEs
likely do not distort my results. Third, I assumed that ac-
quisitions with unreported deal values or target total assets
were small and, thus, assigned them a value of zero for miss-
ing values of these variables. This simplifying assumption
allowed me to include acquisitions with originally missing
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data values that would have been dropped from my dataset
otherwise, increasing my coverage. Fourth, I converted all
firm-level financials reported in CAD to USD using the daily
CAD/USD exchange rate at the respective reporting date pro-
vided by Compustat North America. This was necessary to
ensure that all financials were denoted in the same currency
and, thus, comparable.25 Finally, I did not define control
variables for firm-year observations with negative revenue
or total asset values. This approach allowed me to only in-
clude observations with plausible values in my analyses while
preserving the multi-year acquisition sequence of acquirers.
In sum, these transformations and cleans resulted in a final
baseline sample comprising 2,267 firm-year observations of
187 firms (i.e., an average of 12.1 years per firm), creating
an unbalanced panel that is cross-section dominated (i.e.,
N>T), where N and T represent the number of firms and
years, respectively.

3.2. Variable Definitions
3.2.1. Dependent Variables

To examine how the activity load from acquisitions affects
the acquisition behavior of firms, I construct a binary mea-
sure of momentum which equals one if the sum of known
deal values in period t is greater than or equal to the sum of
known deal values in period t-1 and zero otherwise. With this
approach, I deviate from the methodology used in prior stud-
ies of momentum (e.g., Amburgey & Miner, 1992), which
have used acquisition volume as a proxy for momentum.
My rationale for this deviation is twofold. First, deal val-
ues likely are a more responsive indicator of (highly) short-
term changes in acquisition behavior. To understand this, we
need to consider a firm’s option space during the negotiation
phase of a deal. That is, if a firm intends to reduce its com-
mitment to acquisitions (i.e., cut acquisition expenses), it can
(i) adopt a more aggressive negotiation tactic to reduce the
target’s price or (ii) walk away from a deal. However, while
the first option would still allow acquiring firms to close the
deal26, the second option would make it impossible for them
to reach the strategic goal for which they initially pursued
the deal. This suggests that firms are likely more flexible in
adjusting the value of ongoing transactions than in changing
their acquisition volume if they want to reach their ex-ante
strategic goal with the currently negotiated deal. Second,
historical patterns of acquisition volumes and deal values are
fairly congruent27 (Cools et al., 2007; Kengelbach & Roos,
2011), showing that increases (decreases) in acquisition vol-
umes are often associated with increases (decreases) in deal
values. In sum, both arguments indicate that deal values are
a reasonable proxy for momentum.

25 Specifically, Compustat displays financial data in the company’s reported
currency, whereas Refinitiv Eikon reports acquisition data only in USD.
This is a problem when calculating the target-asset-to-acquirer-asset ratio
as some acquirers only report their financials in CAD.

26 Provided the target does not walk away from the deal.
27 See Figure A.1 and Figure A.2 in the appendix.

Accounting for the three-level structure of my hypothe-
ses28, I use different operationalizations of momentum, de-
pending on the tested hypothesis. Specifically, I distinguish
between two sets of definitions. First, to test the baseline ef-
fect of acquisition volume (i.e., hypothesis 1), I use a firm’s
total known deal values as a measure of momentum, cre-
ating the binary variable total acquisition momentum which
equals one if the sum of total known deal values in period t
is greater than or equal to the sum of total known deal val-
ues in period t-1 and zero otherwise. Second, to test how the
baseline effect of acquisition volume varies with acquisition
complexity (i.e., hypotheses 2a and 2b), I split a firm’s total
acquisition momentum by deal type (e.g., cross-border versus
domestic), creating two mutually exclusive and collectively
exhaustive (MECE)29 subgroups of momentum – one sub-
group of higher-complexity deals (i.e., cross-border / cross-
industry / large acquisition momentum30) and another sub-
group of lower-complexity deals (i.e., domestic / within-own-
industry / small acquisition momentum). These deal-specific
momentum measures are defined analogously to total acqui-
sition momentum except that I use deal values of acquisitions
of the respective deal type in the construction of these mea-
sures (e.g., deal values of cross-border deals for cross-border
acquisition momentum). Finally, to test how the prior two ef-
fects vary with structural features of acquirers (i.e., hypothe-
ses 3 and 4), I run models with both sets of momentum defini-
tions (i.e., total acquisition momentum and deal-specific mea-
sures).

3.2.2. Independent Variables
Building on prior research (e.g., Castellaneta & Zollo,

2015; Laamanen & Keil, 2008; Zorn et al., 2019), I proxy the
concept of activity load with a firm’s number of completed
acquisitions in the period t-2 to t, choosing a three-year time
window to account for a time lag between a deal’s closing
date and the completion of integration activities. As I did
with my dependent variables, I distinguish between two sets
of definitions. That is, on the one hand, I measure the activ-
ity load of a firm as that firm’s total acquisition activity (i.e.,
its total number of completed acquisitions in years t-2 to t),
allowing me to test hypothesis 1, which examines the base-
line effect of acquisition volume on acquisition behavior. On
the other hand, to test hypotheses 2a and 2b, I split a firm’s
total acquisition activity by deal type, creating two MECE sub-
groups of acquisitions which differ by their relative complex-

28 That is, the baseline effect of acquisition volume (first level), heterogene-
ity in that baseline effect due to differences in acquisition complexity (sec-
ond level), and heterogeneity in the prior two effects due to differences
in structural features of acquiring firms (third level).

29 Please note that momentum measures within a subgroup are not MECE.
For instance, a deal can be a cross-border deal and a large deal at the
same time. This overlap is unproblematic because I only regress deal-
specific momentum measures on acquisition activity measures of the
same complexity dimension (e.g., cross-border acquisition momentum on
cross-border acquisition activity).

30 Please refer to Table A.1 in the appendix for precise definitions of the
terms ‘cross-border’, ‘cross-industry’, and ‘large’.
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ity level (i.e., higher-complexity deals, which include cross-
border (cross-industry; large) acquisition activity, and lower-
complexity deals, which cover domestic (within-own-industry;
small) acquisition activity) and allow me to assess the joint
effect of acquisition volume and complexity. Finally, to en-
sure consistency with my dependent variable definitions, I
run models with both sets of activity load definitions (i.e.,
total acquisition activity and deal-specific acquisition activity
measures) to test hypotheses 3 and 4.

3.2.3. Control Variables
To account for alternative explanations of acquisition be-

havior, I include an extensive set of control variables which
captures the effect of specific acquisition characteristics, ac-
quiring firm characteristics, and industry-level acquisition ac-
tivity on the acquisition behavior of acquiring firms. For this,
I followed a two-step selection procedure to ensure only rele-
vant variables are incorporated in the model. First, I screened
extant literature for factors that are known to affect a firm’s
acquisition behavior and selected those for which past stud-
ies provided solid theoretical arguments and, ideally, robust
empirical evidence.31 With this, I directly responded to King
et al. (2004) who called for greater consistency of empirical
measurement in acquisition research, ensuring comparabil-
ity of results across studies. Second, in case prior acquisition
literature did not cover factors which are core to my hypoth-
esis development, such as proportion of large acquisitions and
acquirer degree of decentralization, I included such factors as
novel variables. The following control variables are the result
of this two-step selection procedure:

Acquisition complexity. Scholars who adopt the interpre-
tation perspective of activity load (e.g., Zorn et al., 2019)
have found that the acquisition behavior of firms can vary
with the complexity level of acquisitions. To account for this
effect, I include three distinct proxies of acquisition complex-
ity.32 First, in line with prior literature (e.g., Laamanen &
Keil, 2008), I control for the proportion of cross-border ac-
quisitions made by firm i in years t-2 to t, where the term
‘cross-border’ refers to acquisitions of targets not based in the
US. This variable captures differences in cultural and institu-
tional contexts of targets and acquirers that drive acquisition
complexity and, thus, a firm’s activity load from acquisitions.
Second, I include the proportion of cross-industry acquisitions
over the same period and expect cross-industry acquisitions
to be more complex than acquisitions within the acquirer’s
own industry due to differences in business logic and orga-
nizational setups across industries (e.g., Prahalad & Bettis,
1986; Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002). Following prior studies
(e.g., Ellis et al., 2011; Laamanen & Keil, 2008; Zorn et al.,

31 See section 2.1 for a review. Please note that I only included variables for
which I had database access.

32 I only include measures of acquisition complexity that are not captured
by the acquisition activity measure in the given model. For instance, I
include proportion of cross-industry acquisitions and proportion of large
acquisitions in models in which I regress cross-border acquisition momen-
tum on cross-border acquisition activity, omitting proportion of cross-border
acquisitions, which is already captured by cross-border acquisition activity.

2019), I classify acquisitions as ‘cross-industry acquisitions’ if
the first two digits of the target’s and acquirer’s primary SIC
codes are not identical. Third, I control for the proportion of
large acquisitions from t-2 to t since the integration of larger
targets imposes a higher strain on the acquirer’s organization
than the integration of smaller ones (Barkema & Schijven,
2008; Ellis et al., 2011) and, thus, limits the availability of
organizational resources for subsequent acquisitions. Targets
are considered ‘large’ if their relative size (measured relative
to acquirer total assets) is greater than or equal to the sample
mean of 8.9 percent.

CEO overconfidence. Scholars have found that overcon-
fident CEOs overestimate their abilities and, thus, are more
likely to engage in acquisitions than non-overconfident CEOs
(Malmendier & Tate, 2005, 2008). I account for this find-
ing by adding CEO overconfidence to the model, using the
stock-option-based measure developed by Malmendier and
Tate (2005, 2008), which assumes that late exercise of stock
options signals higher confidence. Specifically, I define CEO
overconfidence as a dummy variable which is equal to one if
a CEO has not exercised at least 67 percent of his/her exer-
cisable in-the-money stock options in a given year and zero
otherwise.

CEO succession. A phenomenon extensively discussed by
management scholars (e.g., Karaevli, 2007; Zajac, 1990),
CEO succession not only affects the performance of firms but
also likely influences their acquisition behavior. This is be-
cause CEOs, as individuals, differ in their level of risk appetite
and, thus, likely show variation in the strategic decisions they
make, including acquisitions. To account for this effect, I in-
clude a dummy variable for CEO succession which is equal to
one if a firm experienced a CEO change in a given year and
zero otherwise.

Degree of decentralization. I control for a firm’s degree of
decentralization to account for the Penrosian argument that
a more decentralized organizational structure allows firms
to distribute the workload from acquisitions across a larger
pool of managerial resources and, thus, absorb the activity
load from acquisitions more effectively. For this, I use the
percentage of executives with divisional or geographic titles
(as opposed to functional, matrix, or general manager titles)
in period t, where a value of one (zero) represents a fully
decentralized (centralized) structure.

Performance relative to aspirations. Prior acquisition re-
search has shown that the performance of firms relative to
their own prior performance (i.e., historical aspiration level)
affects their acquisition activity such that acquisition activity
increases (falls) if firms are performing below (above) their
historical aspiration level (Iyer & Miller, 2008). In line with
past studies, I measure a firm’s performance relative to its
historical aspiration level via the recursive formula Pt – At ,
where Pt is a firm’s ROA in period t and At is a firm’s aspi-
ration level in period t that is given by 0.3 Pt−1 + 0.7 At−1
(Greve, 2002), and model it as a spline function (i.e., two
distinct variables (i) Performance above aspirations and (ii)
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Performance below aspirations) (Shinkle, 2012).33

Growth desperation. Kim et al. (2011) have presented ev-
idence that firms face higher pressure to engage in acquisi-
tions (and overpay) if their organic growth rate is below that
of prior years and if they have historically grown stronger
through acquisitions than their industry peers. To account
for the effect of growth desperation on a firm’s acquisition be-
havior, I incorporate the growth of firms relative to their own
prior growth as a control, measuring it as a spline function
analogously to performance above/below aspirations (i.e., (i)
growth above aspirations and (ii) growth below aspirations)
but using a firm’s year-on-year sales growth instead of its
ROA.

Slack resources. According to the BTF (e.g., Cyert &
March, 1963; Levinthal & March, 1981), excess resources
give firms more room to experiment and pursue new strate-
gic opportunities, such as acquisitions. Recent empirical
work has confirmed this by showing that resource slack is
positively related to a firm’s acquisition propensity (Iyer &
Miller, 2008). Yet, contrary to prior studies, I refrain from
using a firm’s debt-to-equity (D/E) ratio and instead take a
firm’s debt-to-total-assets ratio as an inverse proxy for slack
resources since the total equity of a substantial proportion
(∼7 percent) of firm-years in my sample is negative. This
allows me to keep firm-years with negative equity in my
sample and avoid implausible, negative D/E values. Corre-
spondingly, a higher debt-to-total-assets ratio signals a lower
level of slack resources.

Acquirer size. Since size is related to the number of re-
sources available to firms (e.g., Laamanen & Keil, 2008; Pen-
rose, 1959) and their risk appetite (e.g., Audia & Greve,
2006; Baysinger & Hoskisson, 1989), I control for firm size
by including a proxy which is often used in literature: The
natural logarithm of total assets (e.g., Iyer & Miller, 2008;
Laamanen & Keil, 2008).

Diversification. Diversified firms may be exposed to
more acquisition opportunities than their undiversified peers
(Sanders, 2001). I account for this by including the control
diversification, which I operationalize with the Jacquemin-
Berry entropy index (Palepu, 1985; Sanders, 2001).

Industry acquisition activity. The acquisition activity
within an industry can strongly affect an individual firm’s
acquisition behavior (e.g., Baum et al., 2000; McNamara
et al., 2008) due to imitation/bandwagon effects and ex-
haustion of potential targets. To ensure these factors do not
drive my results, I control for industry acquisition activity by
including the average number of acquisitions per industry
(based on first two digits of primary SIC code) in the period
t-2 to t.

Year dummies. To account for potential contemporaneous
correlation (i.e., residuals of firms i and j are correlated in pe-
riod t), I include a full set of year dummies in all model spec-

33 Parameter a=0.3 used to ensure consistency with prior literature (e.g.,
Iyer & Miller, 2008). Iyer and Miller (2008) chose a=0.3 because this
provided the best model fit. Also, like Kim et al. (2015), I set a firm’s
historical aspirations to zero the first time a firm entered the sample.

ifications (excluding one year for identification purposes)
(Certo & Semadeni, 2006). Contemporaneous correlation
can severely bias estimates in panel regression and is of par-
ticular concern in cross-section-dominated panel data like
mine (Certo & Semadeni, 2006; Wooldridge, 2010).

3.3. Estimation Strategy
To estimate the effect of activity load from acquisitions on

acquisition behavior, I constructed the following non-linear
regression model which uses the logistic distribution as a link
function and the maximum likelihood (ML) method for pa-
rameter estimation (Wooldridge, 2010):

P(Momentumi,t = 1 |Ai,t−1,Γi,t−1, Tt)
= Λ(β0 + β1Ai,t−1 +δ1Γi,t−1 +δ2Tt + ϵi,t),

where Λ(x) = ex/(1+ ex) is the logistic function, A is a vec-
tor of acquisition variables, Γ is a vector of time-varying con-
trols, and T is a full set of year dummies (excluding the base
year). Subscripts t and i denote the fiscal year in which the
acquisition was completed and the acquirer, respectively. In
addition, all independent variables (except year dummies)
are lagged by one period to eliminate concerns about endo-
geneity34 (Dobbins & Jacob, 2016; Iyer & Miller, 2008).

Albeit the use of a binary dependent variable does
not immediately call for a non-linear model specification
(Wooldridge, 2010), I preferred a non-linear model over a
linear one, such as a linear probability model (LPM). My
rationale for this was twofold. First, given the nature of my
data, a non-linear model produces better estimates of the
marginal effects of my covariates than an LPM. That is, an
LPM is suitable “if most . . . [covariates] are discrete and
take on only a few values" (Wooldridge, 2010, p. 564). Yet,
many of my covariates (e.g., activity load) have continuous
– and sometimes even extreme – values that violate this as-
sumption.35 This conclusion is supported by the fact that
roughly a third of my baseline sample observations have
predicted probabilities that lie outside the unit interval if an
LPM is used (Wooldridge, 2010). Second, consistent with
prior studies of momentum (e.g., Beck et al., 2008), I used a
logit model to ensure comparability of results across studies.
Thus, a non-linear model seems warranted.

Building on this specification, I selected a hybrid logit
model36 – an estimation strategy that has received increased
attention by management scholars (e.g., Allison, 2005, 2009;

34 This approach follows the one of Iyer and Miller (2008), who model the
effect of performance feedback on the likelihood of an acquisition. This is
necessary to satisfy a key condition for causality. That is, if a relationship
XY is to be causal, a change in X must precede a change in Y (Wolfolds
& Siegel, 2019). Given that I define momentum (Y) as a dummy which
indicates the change in deal values from t-1 to the focal year t, I can only
include acquisitions (X) that occur before the focal year t (i.e., t-3 to t-
1). Likewise, controls based on end-of-year balance sheet data, such as
ln(total assets), cannot explain a change in momentum occurring during
period t. Consequently, I lag these variables, too.

35 Please refer to Table A.2 in the appendix for a detailed set of descriptive
statistics for all variables used in the baseline model.

36 Please note that I performed all my analyses with a manually constructed
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Certo et al., 2017; Schunck, 2013; Schunck & Perales, 2017).
A hybrid model allows for the simultaneous estimation of
within-unit effects (i.e., changes that occur within units over
time) and between-unit effects (i.e., changes that occur be-
tween units) within the same model by decomposing each
independent variable into two distinct variables: (i) a group-
centered variable (i.e., within-unit effect) and (ii) a group
mean variable (i.e., between-unit effect) (Certo et al., 2017;
Schunck, 2013; Schunck & Perales, 2017). A random effects
model is then used to estimate the within- and between-unit
effects for each independent variable (Certo et al., 2017).
Correspondingly, to disentangle these two effects, vectors A
and Γ include both a firm-centered variable and a variable for
the time-invariant firm mean for each independent variable
as distinct regressors.

At first glance, a hybrid logit model seems unusual since
my research question solely explores a within-firm relation-
ship. Such a relationship can be easily analyzed with a
fixed effects model, which would eliminate unobserved time-
invariant heterogeneity at the firm level (Dobbins & Jacob,
2016; Herold, 2019; Wooldridge, 2010). Also, a fixed effects
logit model would ensure methodological consistency with
prior acquisition literature, following the call of Beck et al.
(2008), who have shown that prior literature on momen-
tum has likely produced biased results due to overreliance
on random effects models. A fixed effects model therefore
seems appealing.

Yet, two reasons support the hybrid model specification.
First, from a theoretical standpoint, the parameter estimates
of a hybrid logit model are approximately identical to those of
a fixed effects logit model (Allison, 2009; Schunck & Perales,
2017).37 The difference is the estimation technique. That is,
whereas the hybrid logit model uses a parametric approach
to estimate the fixed effects (i.e., includes them as separate
regressors in the model), the fixed effects logit model uses
a more restrictive, non-parametric approach (i.e., a condi-
tional ML estimator) to eliminate unobserved time-invariant
heterogeneity at the firm level (Allison, 2009; Schunck &
Perales, 2017; Wooldridge, 2010). Second, from a practical
standpoint, a hybrid logit model allows for the estimation of
partial effects on response probabilities (Wooldridge, 2010).
These cannot be readily estimated in a fixed effects logit
model since doing so would require either a precise value or a
distribution for the fixed effect to be specified (Wooldridge,
2010). However, since momentum theory does not justify
any exact value or distribution for the fixed effect, neither
of these options are plausible if I aim to quantify the partial
effects on my response probabilities. Due to these points, I
favored a hybrid logit model over a fixed effects alternative.

hybrid logit model, which I preferred over STATA’s -xthybrid- command
for two reasons: (i) -xthybrid- allows for neither the -margins- command
nor any factor notation of variables (Schunck, 2013), which are both
critical for estimating interactions, and (ii) the results of the manually
constructed model are identical to those of the -xthybrid- model.

37 For comparison, results of a fixed effects logit model are shown in Table
A.4 in the appendix.

4. Empirical Results

In this section, I present the results of my empirical anal-
ysis in three steps. First, I explore the summary statistics and
correlations of my raw data to find first indications for the
existence of my postulated relationships. Second, I dive into
my main regression analysis. Finally, in my robustness tests,
I test for the robustness of the relationships discovered in my
main analysis.

4.1. Summary Statistics
Table 3 presents descriptive statistics and pairwise corre-

lations of all variables used in my main analysis. All statistics
are based on variables in their raw form (i.e., not split into
their within- and between-firm components) and, thus, re-
flect both within- and between-firm variance.

The pairwise correlations in Table 3 only offer ambigu-
ous initial support for the existence of my hypothesized re-
lationships. Two observations lead to this conclusion. First,
while bivariate correlations between momentum and acqui-
sition activity variables within the same target firm category
are significant (p<.01), these variables are positively corre-
lated (colored in light green in Table 3). These relationships
thus have a sign opposite to the one predicted in hypothe-
ses 1 and 2, tentatively indicating the existence of repetitive
momentum (Amburgey & Miner, 1992). However, since the
correlation coefficients in Table 3 include both within- and
between-firm variance, the overall positive correlations could
stem from a positive between-firm effect (i.e., repetitive mo-
mentum) offsetting a negative within-firm effect (i.e., mo-
mentum discontinuation due to high levels of activity load).38

Thus, the correlation matrix shown in Table 3 does not pro-
vide sufficiently fine-grained information to indicate the ex-
istence of my postulated within-firm relationships. Second,
the correlations between momentum in a lower-complexity
target firm category (e.g., domestic acquisition momentum)
and acquisitions in a higher-complexity target firm category
(e.g., cross-border acquisition activity) are positive and mostly
significant (p<.01) (colored in dark green in Table 3). Al-
though this can indicate the existence of a firm’s ‘switching
response’ as predicted in hypothesis 2a, these correlations in-
clude both within- and between-firm variance, making their
interpretation ambiguous in my research setting. In sum, the
correlations in Table 3 do not clearly indicate the existence
of my postulated relationships.

Table 3 further reveals that multicollinearity issues are
unlikely to arise in my analysis as most correlations are ei-
ther rather weak (i.e., below |.30|) or moderate (i.e., around
|.50|) (Judge et al., 1982). This holds true even though
strong pairwise correlations between momentum (acquisi-
tion activity) variables, with values of 0.83 (1.00), would ini-
tially suggest the opposite. In fact, these high values are not

38 In fact, the correlations between momentum and acquisition activity in
Table 3 should be positive. This is because prior momentum studies have
found a positive relationship between acquisition activity and momentum
when using random effects models (Amburgey & Miner, 1992).
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surprising as all momentum (acquisition activity) variables
which proxy different acquisition complexity dimensions are
subcomponents of total acquisition momentum (total acquisi-
tion activity). As such, these variables are strongly correlated
with each other by definition. In addition, 91.1 percent of
acquisitions in my baseline sample are small, thus explaining
the particularly strong correlations between small acquisition
momentum (small acquisition activity) and all other momen-
tum (acquisition activity) variables. Furthermore, I only in-
clude one (two MECE) momentum (acquisition activity) vari-
able(s) in the same model, creating a setup in which multi-
collinearity issues are unlikely to arise.

To corroborate the absence of multicollinearity, I ran vari-
ance inflation factor (VIF) tests of all variables which are split
into their within- and between-firm components and used in
my main model (see section 4.2). Table A.3 in the appendix
shows that (almost) all variables have a VIF statistic that is
below the advocated threshold value of (five) ten (Neter et
al., 1989). The only two variables with VIF coefficients of ap-
proximately five are the between-firm components of cross-
border acquisition activity and domestic acquisition activity.
However, I decided to retain these in the model for consis-
tency with all other model specifications. From these results,
I thus conclude that multicollinearity issues are unlikely to
arise in my analysis.

4.2. Main Analysis
Table 4 presents the empirical results of my main analy-

sis. For simplicity, only the coefficients for the group-centered
variables (i.e., within-firm effects) are reported as my theo-
retical interest solely lies in those. Models 1 and 2 in Ta-
ble 4 use an acquirer’s total acquisition momentum as the
dependent variable to investigate the baseline effect of ac-
tivity load. Models 3 to 14 go one step further and ad-
dress six different momentum definitions, which are based on
observable target firm attributes, to measure heterogeneity
in acquirer responses due to differences in acquisition com-
plexity. Furthermore, all odd-numbered (even-numbered)
model specifications include controls only (all independent
variables), enabling sanity checks of the effect directions and
effect sizes of controls across models with the same depen-
dent variable (e.g., to detect common-factor multicollinear-
ity (Kalnins, 2018)). Finally, in line with reporting standards
for logit models, all coefficients represent odds ratios – ex-
ponentiated coefficients that express the eβ -times change in
the odds of an event due to a one-unit change in a variable
(Hoetker, 2007).39

Recalling hypothesis 1, I expect an increase in an ac-
quirer’s acquisition activity relative to that firm’s past acqui-
sition activity level to lead to a discontinuation in acquisition
momentum. That is, the greater the increase in the number
of acquisitions in a given acquisition stream, the higher the

39 In line with the recommendations presented by Hoetker (2007), I omitted
measures of model fit from Table 4 since all available pseudo-R2 measures
for logistic regressions do not equal the R2 used in ordinary least squares
(OLS) regression, thus avoiding potential sources of confusion.

activity load borne by the acquiring firm’s managers. This
increase in activity load, in turn, increases the likelihood of
an information overload, which eventually forces acquirers
to reduce the number of acquisitions to alleviate the strains
associated with this overload. The significant (p<.05) and
smaller-than-one odds ratio in Model 2 (highlighted in light
green in Table 4) shows a decrease in the odds of total acqui-
sition momentum, thereby confirming hypothesis 1.

Odds ratios, however, are not very informative if I seek to
estimate the effect of a variable on the predicted probability
of a given event (Hoetker, 2007) – “the natural metric of the
dependent variable [in a logit model]” (Mize, 2019, p. 84).
To do this, I estimate the marginal effects of my variables
of interest, using two best practice approaches advocated in
recent methodological studies (e.g., Hoetker, 2007; Mize,
2019; Mize et al., 2019). First, following Hoetker (2007) and
Train (1986, 2009), I calculate the average marginal effects
(AME) of my variables of interest in Table 5 to estimate the
average response across my sample. That is, I compute the
marginal effects for every firm-year and average these across
my sample (Mize, 2019), finding that a one-unit increase in
the number of acquisitions relative to a firm’s past acquisition
level, on average, is associated with a 0.3 percentage-point
(pp) decrease in the predicted probability of that firm’s total
acquisition momentum. Second, to account for the fact that
the effect of a change in any variable varies with the values
of all covariates (i.e., with the initial likelihood of an event)
(Hoetker, 2007), I plot the relationship between a change
in a firm’s total acquisition activity40 (i.e., within-firm effect)
and that firm’s probability of total acquisition momentum in
Figure 7 (e.g., Mize, 2019). The downward-sloping area in
Figure 7 corroborates that larger increases in acquisition ac-
tivity are associated with lower likelihoods of acquisition mo-
mentum. In sum, these two best practices allow me to prop-
erly estimate and interpret the effect of activity load on the
probability of acquisition momentum, ensuring a solid un-
derstanding of my results.

In hypothesis 2a, I predict a negative (positive) rela-
tionship between an acquirer’s activity load in a higher-
complexity target firm category and that firm’s acquisition
momentum within that category (in a lower-complexity cat-
egory). Specifically, since acquisitions vary in their relative
complexity level, acquirers can, ceteris paribus, cut the activ-
ity load of newly made acquisitions by switching from tar-
gets in a higher-complexity category (e.g., overseas targets)
to those in a lower-complexity category (e.g., domestic tar-
gets). This would equal a deviation from a firm’s established
acquisition pattern (e.g., shift from a pattern of overseas
targets to one of domestic targets) that allows acquirers to
maintain their overall acquisition momentum while alleviat-
ing the strains of information overload. However, my results
in Table 4 only provide mixed support for this prediction.
That is, while I find significant (p<.01) and smaller-than-one
odds ratios in Model 4 and Model 12, the smaller-than-one

40 To eliminate the effect of extreme outliers, I limit the plot to values be-
tween the 1st percentile and 99th percentile of my independent variable.
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Table 4: Hybrid Panel Logit Regression Analysis with Different Acquisition Momentum Definitions as the Dependent Variable

Cross-Border Domestic Cross-Industry Within-Own-
Total Acquisition Acquisition Acquisition Acquisition -Industry Large Acquisition Small Acquisition

Momentum Momentum Momentum Momentum Acquisition Momentum Momentum
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 Model 11 Model 12 Model 13 Model 14

Hypotheses
Total Acquisition Activity 0.987**

(0.005)
Cross-Border Acquisition Activity 0.962*** 1.017

(0.011) (0.011)
Domestic Acquisition Activity 1.023** 0.979**

(0.010) (0.009)
Cross-Industry Acquisition Activity 0.994 1.007

(0.006) (0.009)
Within-Own-Industry Acquisition Activity 1.013 0.931**

(0.017) (0.017)
Large Acquisition Activity 0.747*** 1.062

(0.066) (0.070)
Small Acquisition Activity 0.999 0.987**

(0.008) (0.005)
Controls

Proportion of Cross-Border Acquisition. 1.165 1.371 0.859 2.074* 1.018
(0.266) (0.347) (0.227) (0.775) (0.232)

Proportion of Cross-Industry Acquisition. 1.724** 1.900** 1.552* 1.181 1.689**
(0.422) (0.563) (0.400) (0.463) (0.408)

Proportion of Large Acquisitions 0.432** 0.961 0.406** 0.665 0.515
(0.161) (0.435) (0.159) (0.273) (0.216)

CEO Overconfidence 1.042 1.051 1.160 1.193 1.137 1.131 1.165 1.171 0.950 0.941 0.899 0.893 1.077 1.082
(0.119) (0.121) (0.152) (0.158) (0.136) (0.137) (0.144) (0.145) (0.123) (0.122) (0.163) (0.167) (0.125) (0.126)

CEO Succession 1.092 1.082 1.293* 1.332* 1.082 1.065 1.113 1.109 1.115 1.102 0.944 0.932 1.125 1.137
(0.152) (0.152) (0.199) (0.206) (0.157) (0.155) (0.166) (0.166) (0.172) (0.171) (0.209) (0.209) (0.158) (0.160)

Degree of Decentralization 0.717 0.780 0.769 0.767 0.627 0.687 0.694 0.705 1.063 1.126 1.736 1.678 0.688 0.708
(0.275) (303) (0.338) (0.337) (0.252) (0.280) (0.288) (0.292) (0.459) (0.491) (1.043) (1.061) (0.267) (0.277)

Performance Above Aspirations 15.186 21.776 0.542 0.508 47.251* 77.910** 205.963** 242.875*** 73.127* 47.506* 94.949 274.854* 18.094 19.237
(30.730) (44.525) (1.305) (1.237) (98.737) (164.228) (437.159) (517.693) (169.045) (111.153) (299.211) (888.588) (36.755) (39.404)

Performance Below Aspirations 450.238** 323.504** 81.899 52.238 142.939* 97.699* 11.529 12.199 0.251 0.135 130.485 34.713 21.415 16.089
(1,151.197) (832.282) (246.806) (156.569) (381.292) (261.396) (30.014) (31.824) (0.684) (0.369) (548.508) (145.470) (52.861) (39.877)

Growth Above Aspirations 0.041*** 0.048*** 0.116*** 0.123*** 0.078*** 0.090*** 0.211*** 0.221*** 0.107*** 0.130*** 0.072*** 0.098** 0.147*** 0.147***
(0.025) (0.030) (0.077) (0.083) (0.047) (0.055) (0.121) (0.128) (0.069) (0.084) (0.068) (0.093) (0.084) (0.084)

Growth Below Aspirations 2.366* 2.322* 6.464*** 6.873*** 1.935 1.873 1.351 1.347 4.537*** 4.650*** 0.724 0.799 2.922** 3.028**
(1.147) (1.145) (4.048) (4.368) (0.966) (0.959) (0.675) (0.684) (2.637) (2.715) (0.492) (0.550) (1.467) (1.528)

Slack Resources 0.206*** 0.213*** 0.413 0.382 0.154*** 0.172*** 0.370* 0.394 0.182*** 0.162*** 0.045*** 0.037*** 0.401* 0.419
(0.110) (0.114) (0.265) (0.244) (0.088) (0.099) (0.219) (0.233) (0.113) (0.102) (0.040) (0.034) (0.215) (0.226)

Acquirer Size 0.646*** 0.649*** 1.018 1.019 0.679*** 0.668*** 0.847 0.852 0.674*** 0.687*** 0.670** 0.593*** 0348** 0.771**
(0.082) (0.084) (0.147) (0.147) (0.089) (0.089) (0.111) (0.112) (0.095) (0.097) (0.125) (0.113) (0.095) (0.099)

Diversification 1.012 1.050 0.727* 0.683** 0.928 0.975 0.960 0.976 1.111 1.146 1.272 1.486 0.947 0.954
(0.163) (0.172) (0.134) (0.128) (0.156) (0.167) (0.166) (0.171) (0.202) (0.212) (0.322) (0.379) (0.154) (0.157)

Industry Acquisition Activity 0.998 1.000 1.003 1.003 0.998 0.999 0.998 0.998 1.004 1.006* 0.998 1.001 1.000 1.001
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.005) (0.003) (0.003)

Constant 0.087*** 0.140*** 0.006*** 0.018*** 0.059*** 0.106*** 0.031*** 0.073*** 0.032*** 0.029*** 0.015*** 0.043*** 0.055*** 0.067***
(0.046) (0.082) (0.004) (0.013) (0.032) (0.065) (0.019) (0.045) (0.023) (0.021) (0.014) (0.042) (0.030) (0.039)

Observations 2,267 2,267 2,267 2,267 2,267 2,267 2,267 2,267 2,267 2,267 2,267 2,267 2,267 2,267
Number of Firms 187 187 187 187 187 187 187 187 187 187 187 187 187 187
Mundlak Instruments Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: Regression coefficients represent odds ratios. Standard errors in their exponentiated form are presented in parentheses. Odd-numbered
(even-numbered) model specifications include control variables only (all variables of interest). Only within-firm effects are reported. Between-firm effects
(i.e., Mundlak instruments) and year dummies are included in all models but not reported. Light green cells indicate relationships between momentum and
acquisition activity variables within the same target firm category (i.e., hypotheses 1 and 2). Conversely, dark green cells indicate relationships between
momentum in a lower-complexity target firm category and acquisition activity in a higher-complexity target firm category (i.e., second part of hypothesis
2a).
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.

odds ratio in Model 8 is statistically insignificant (p>.10)
(coefficients highlighted in light green in Table 4). In other
words, whereas increases in cross-border (large) acquisitions
seem to reduce cross-border (large) momentum41, increases
in cross-industry acquisitions appear to not affect their cor-
responding momentum. Moreover, I cannot corroborate my
predicted switching behavior. That is, albeit the odds ratios
for higher-complexity acquisitions in Models 6, 10, and 14
exceed a value of one, they remain insignificant (p>.10),
indicating the absence of my predicted relationship (coeffi-
cients colored in dark green in Table 4). The respective AMEs
in Table 5 and graphs in Figure 8 support these findings.

41 The substantially smaller odds ratio for large acquisition activity in Model
12 (odds ratio= 0.747) in Table 4 and the 2.2 pp decrease in the predicted
probability of large acquisition momentum for every additional large ac-
quisition indicate the relative rarity of this type of acquisition.

Next, I test hypothesis 2b, which predicts that an increase
in a firm’s acquisition activity in a lower-complexity target
firm category vis-à-vis that firm’s past acquisition activity
level in that category leads to a discontinuation in acquisi-
tion momentum in that category. That is, if firms have estab-
lished an acquisition stream in a lower-complexity category
(e.g., small acquisitions), they have no choice to reduce their
activity load other than by, ceteris paribus, decreasing the
volume of acquisitions in that category as there is no other
target firm category to which they can switch to reduce their
activity load. In other words, acquirers with such acquisition
patterns can only alleviate the strains of information overload
by discontinuing their momentum. This prediction is sup-
ported by statistically significant and smaller-than-one odds
ratios in Model 6 (p<.05), Model 10 (p<.01), and Model
14 (p<.05) (coefficients colored in light green in Table 4).
Based on these results, a one-unit increase in the number of
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Table 5: Tests of AMEs for a One-Unit Increase in Acquisition Activity - Baseline Sample

Higher- Lower-
Total Complexity Complexity

Acquisition Acquisition Acquisition
Momentum Momentum Momentum

Total Acquisition Activity -0.003**
(0.001)

Cross-Border Acquisition Activity -0.006*** 0.003
(0.002) (0.002)

Domestic Acquisition Activity 0.004** -0.004**
(0.002) (0.002)

Cross-Industry Acquisition Activity -0.001 0.001
(0.001) (0.001)

Within-Own-Industry Acquisition Activity 0.003 -0.012***
(0.003) (0.003)

Large Acquisition Activity -0.022*** 0.013
(0.006) (0.014)

Small Acquisition Activity -0.000 -0.003**
(0.001) (0.001)

Notes: The baseline sample comprises N=2,267 firm years, covering 187 unique firms. Standard errors are in parentheses.
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1, two-tailed tests.

Figure 7: Predicted Probability of Total Acquisition Momentum by Change in Total Acquisition Activity: Main Effect of Total Acquisition
Activity

domestic (within-own-industry; small) acquisitions relative
to a firm’s past acquisition level, on average, corresponds
to a 0.4 (1.2; 0.3) pp decrease in the predicted probability
of a firm’s domestic (within-own-industry; small) acquisition
momentum. This can also be seen graphically in Figure 8,

which supports the conclusion that increases in activity load
reduce a firm’s ability to maintain its momentum.

Furthermore, Table 4 reveals a seemingly surprising re-
lationship between domestic acquisition activity and cross-
border acquisition momentum. More specifically, Model 4
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in Table 4 shows that the odds ratio of domestic acquisition
activity is significant (p<.05) and larger than one, indicat-
ing a ‘reverse switch’ (i.e., a switch from a lower-complexity
category to a higher-complexity category). While this re-
sult seems unintuitive from an activity load viewpoint (e.g.,
Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015), a plausible explanation for it
can be found in the international management literature
(e.g., Lasserre, 2003; Vermeulen & Barkema, 2001, 2002).
That is, as a firm matures, it seeks to expand internation-
ally to benefit from demand in new markets and supply-
side cost advantages, among other reasons (e.g., Lasserre,
2003; Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002). One way to achieve
this is by acquiring foreign targets, especially if no suitable
target can be found in a firm’s domestic market (Lasserre,
2003; Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002). Therefore, the pos-
itive relationship between domestic acquisition momentum
and cross-border acquisition momentum likely represents the
internationalization behavior of the firms in my sample – a
behavior which should not surprise as my sample consists of
Fortune Global 500 firms, which operate globally.

To explore heterogeneity in acquirer responses due to dif-
ferences in the absorptive capacity of firms (i.e., hypotheses 3
and 4), I modify my estimation procedure in two ways. First,
to assess hypothesis 3 (4), I split my baseline sample into
the MECE subgroups Large Firms (Decentralized Firms) and
Small Firms (Centralized Firms). Doing so, I follow a call of
Hoetker (2007), who has argued that fitting separate models
for each group should be preferred over interacting my vari-
able of interest with an indicator variable for a firm’s group
membership when examining cross-group differences in non-
linear models. Two facts support his claim: (a) The odds
ratio coefficients and significance levels of interaction terms
in binary choice models are observation specific, rendering
them uninformative in their raw form42 (Ai & Norton, 2003;
Hoetker, 2007); (b) using an interaction term and estimating
the subsequent binary choice model for all observations as-
sumes the unobserved variation for all subgroups to be iden-
tical – a strong assumption that produces incorrect estimates
if violated (Hoetker, 2007). I thus construct two subsamples
using the median of the Acquirer Size (Degree of Decentraliza-
tion) distribution in a given year as the cut-off value, creat-
ing subgroups that are of roughly equal size. Second, using
Mize et al.’s (2019) general framework for comparing effects
across non-linear models, I estimate a Generalized Structural
Equation Model (GSEM) with the logistic distribution as the

42 I do not report odds ratios for these tests in this section as they provide lit-
tle meaningful information about interaction effects (Ai & Norton, 2003;
Mize, 2019; Mize et al., 2019). In fact, comparing odds ratio coefficients
between samples with non-overlapping observations – as one would do
in OLS regression – is inappropriate for logit models "because a change
in the size of the coefficient across models can reflect both confounding
and rescaling of the model [(Karlson et al., 2012)]" (Mize et al., 2019,
p. 162). I thus compare my subsamples in the natural metric of my de-
pendent variable: Predicted probabilities, which can be compared across
subsamples (Breen et al., 2018; Mize, 2019; Mize et al., 2019). However,
for completeness, odds ratio results are presented in Table A.5 and Table
A.6 in the appendix.

link function.43 Unlike a standard logit model, the GSEM al-
lows me to correctly estimate cross-group differences across
separately fitted models, whose calculation requires an esti-
mate of the covariance between the activity load estimates of
both subsamples (Mize et al., 2019). In fact, estimating this
covariance through a GSEM is crucial as observations from
non-overlapping samples do not always have a cross-model
covariance of zero (Mize et al., 2019). Together, these mod-
ifications allow me to test my hypothesized cross-group dif-
ferences and express these as predicted probabilities (Mize,
2019; Mize et al., 2019).

Recalling hypothesis 3, I expect larger acquirers to re-
spond less strongly to changes in activity load than smaller
acquirers. This is because larger acquirers can access a larger
pool of managerial resources and more specialized internal
acquisition processes (Laamanen & Keil, 2008) that expand
their absorptive capacity. A higher absorptive capacity, in
turn, alleviates the strains imposed by activity load and,
thus, helps larger acquirers maintain their momentum for
longer. To corroborate my prediction, I estimate the AMEs
of each subsample (i.e., test of first differences) and test
for their equality across both groups (i.e., test of second
differences). Table 6 reports the results of these tests for a
one-unit increase in acquisition activity. Unfortunately, al-
beit most cross-group differences show the signs predicted
by hypothesis 344, almost all are not significant (p>.10). For
instance, the tests in the left column of Table 6 show that a
one-unit increase in total acquisition activity, on average, is
associated with a 0.3 pp and 0.9 pp decrease in the predicted
probability of an acquirer’s total acquisition momentum for
large firms and small firms, respectively (p<.05 for both AME
first differences). However, the insignificant second differ-
ence (-0.003 – -0.009 = 0.006; p>.10) reveals that the effect
of a one-unit increase in activity load, on average, does not
differ across groups. That is, larger acquirers, on average,
do not respond differently to increases in activity load than
smaller ones, providing no support for my predictions. The
same holds for all other acquisition activity and momentum
definitions shown in Table 6, with the significant cross-group
effect of domestic acquisition activity in the domestic acqui-
sition momentum model (-0.003 – -0.017 = 0.013; p<.05)
presenting an anomaly.

However, although no acquirer size differences in re-
sponses to activity load, on average, exist across the sample,
the non-linear nature of my logit model implies that ac-
quirer size differences can exist at specific values (or across a
range of values) of activity load (Mize, 2019). A plot of the
marginal effects of both subgroups is therefore warranted to
identify if and where significant firm size differences exist

43 Note that my overall model specification remains unchanged. That is,
I still use a hybrid logit model, and my theoretical interest lies in the
within-firm effect of activity load. The only difference is the simultaneous
estimation of models that are separately fitted to each subsample.

44 That is, I expect a positive (negative) cross-group difference in models
that regress acquisition momentum on acquisition activity of the same
(of a different) complexity level. Cross-industry acquisition activity is the
only activity load definition which does not show this behavior.
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Figure 8: Predicted Probability of Dimension-Specific Acquisition Momentum by Change in Dimension-Specific Acquisition Activity:
Heterogeneity in Acquirer Responses due to Differences in Acquisition Complexity
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Figure 9: Predicted Probability of Total Acquisition Momentum by Acquirer Size and Change in Total Acquisition Activity: Interaction
Effect Between Acquirer Size and Total Acquisition Activity

across the range of acquisition activity values in my sample
(Hoetker, 2007; Mize, 2019). Figure 9 presents the pre-
dicted probability of large and small acquirers to maintain
their total acquisition momentum across the range of total
acquisition activity. A solid line indicates intervals with sig-
nificant (p<.10) acquirer size differences. Specifically, Figure
9 shows that acquirer size differences are significant — with
large acquirers having a higher likelihood of maintaining
their momentum — when comparing firms that reduce the
number of acquisitions by less than five acquisitions or even
increase it relative to their past acquisition activity level (all
contrasts p<.10). In other words, larger acquirers are more
likely to maintain their acquisition momentum in the face
of increases in activity load due to their relative resource
abundance. Intuitively, this level difference in the probabil-
ity of maintaining momentum seems to grow between both
subgroups as the activity load from acquisitions increases.45

Conversely, no cross-group differences in the probability of
maintaining momentum exist when acquirers reduce the
number of acquisitions by five or more relative to their past
acquisition activity level (all contrasts p>.10). A detailed vi-
sual inspection of the slopes of both groups further indicates
that cross-group differences in responses to a one-unit in-
crease in total acquisition activity may exist at specific values
of my independent variable.46 This pattern is mostly robust

45 That is, small acquirers are disproportionately strongly affected by large
increases in acquisition activity due to their relative resource scarcity.

46 I refrained from testing second differences at specific values of acquisition
activity for their significance due to time and space constraints.

to changes in acquisition activity and momentum definitions
as shown in Figure 10. Overall, these results reveal that
larger acquirers can bear a higher activity load burden – and
possibly respond less strongly to changes in activity load –
for certain levels of acquisition activity due to their relative
resource abundance, partially confirming hypothesis 3 and
its underlying Penrosian logic.

Finally, in hypothesis 4, I expect acquirers with a more de-
centralized organizational structure to respond less strongly
to changes in activity load relative to acquirers with a more
centralized organizational structure. That is, a higher de-
gree of decentralization allows firms to distribute the activ-
ity load from acquisitions more evenly across their resources,
avoiding a too strong concentration of activity load within
one single part of the organization. Like an increase in firm
size, a more decentralized organizational structure thus ex-
pands the absorptive capacity of acquirers, making acquirers
with such a structure more likely to maintain their momen-
tum. Table 7 presents tests of subsample AMEs and second
differences for a one-unit increase in acquisition activity, re-
vealing that almost all cross-group differences are insignifi-
cant (p>.10) and rarely show the effect directions predicted
by hypothesis 4.47 For instance, the tests in the left column
of Table 7 indicate that the AME of a one-unit increase in
total acquisition activity, on average, corresponds to a 0.3
pp decrease in the probability of an acquirer’s total acqui-

47 That is, as I did for acquirer size differences, I expect a positive (negative)
acquirer structure difference in models that regress acquisition momen-
tum on acquisition activity of the same (of a different) complexity level.
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Figure 10: Predicted Probability of Dimension-Specific Acquisition Momentum by Acquirer Size and Change in Dimension-Specific
Acquisition Activity: Heterogeneity in Acquirer Responses due to Differences in Acquirer Size and Acquisition Complexity
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Figure 11: Predicted Probability of Total Acquisition Momentum by Acquirer Structure and Change in Total Acquisition Activity:
Interaction Effect Between Acquirer Structure and Total Acquisition Activity

sition momentum for centralized firms (p<.10), whereas the
AME for decentralized firms is insignificant (p>.10). Simi-
larly, the insignificant second difference (-0.003 – -0.003 =
0.000; p>.10) shows that the effect of a one-unit increase in
activity load, on average, does not differ across groups. In
other words, firms with a decentralized structure, on aver-
age, do not respond differently to increases in activity load
than their centralized counterparts, providing no support for
my predictions. This result holds consistently across the ac-
quisition activity and momentum definitions shown in Table
7, with the significant cross-group effect of small acquisition
activity in the large acquisition momentum model (0.003 –
-0.003 = 0.006; p<.01) being an outlier.

As I did before, I plot the marginal effects of both groups
to test whether cross-group differences exist at specific values
of my independent variable (Mize, 2019). Figure 11 shows
the predicted probability of decentralized and centralized
firms to maintain their total acquisition momentum across the
range of total acquisition activity. Interestingly, Figure 11
reveals that no significant level differences in the probability
of maintaining momentum exist between decentralized and
centralized acquirers (all contrasts p>.10). That is, decen-
tralized acquirers are not more likely to maintain their acqui-
sition momentum than centralized acquirers. Furthermore,
given that both curves look almost identical slope-wise, cross-
group differences in responses to a one-unit increase in total
acquisition activity appear to not exist across all values of my
independent variable. Substantively, this indicates that de-
centralized acquirers do not respond less strongly to changes

in acquisition activity, rejecting hypothesis 4. This pattern is
mostly robust to changes in acquisition activity and momen-
tum definitions as shown in Figure 12. In sum, these findings
indicate that an acquirer’s degree of decentralization barely
affects that firm’s absorptive capacity and, thus, does not ex-
plain heterogeneity in firm responses to activity load.

4.3. Robustness Tests
There are four major concerns about the results from my

main analysis. First, one could doubt whether the selected
acquisitions in my baseline sample accurately reflect the in-
tuition behind my stipulated activity load mechanism. That
is, while all acquisitions are resource-consuming endeavors,
minority-stake acquisitions appear to be less likely to cause
an information overload due to the absence of post-merger
integration activities. In fact, such acquisitions are frequently
treated as financial investments and, thus, likely consume
less resources than acquisitions that require the integration
of the target organization. Second, it could be argued that
my baseline operationalization of momentum does not ac-
count for the extended multi-year time horizon that is nor-
mally associated with acquisition streams (e.g., Laamanen &
Keil, 2008). In other words, my current operationalization,
which defines momentum as the change in known deal values
from period t-1 to t, appears to examine a time horizon that
is too short to make inferences about the long-term acqui-
sition behavior of firms. Third, one could question whether
suitable proxies are used for the acquisition complexity di-
mensions in my main analysis – a concern that applies to all
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Figure 12: Predicted Probability of Dimension-Specific Acquisition Momentum by Acquirer Structure and Change in Dimension-Specific
Acquisition Activity: Heterogeneity in Acquirer Responses due to Differences in Acquirer Structure and Acquisition Complexity
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aggregation levels shown in Figure 6.48 Fourth, one could
have reservations about the construct validity of my variable
degree of decentralization. Specifically, it could be criticized
that executive titles may not accurately proxy structural fea-
tures of acquirers and, thus, produce incorrect results in my
analysis of heterogeneity in acquirer responses.

To eliminate these concerns, I adapt the models in my
main analysis in four ways. First, I re-run my main analysis
with two modified samples, of which the first only cov-
ers majority-stake acquisitions and the second comprises
majority-stake acquisitions and acquisitions for which no ac-
quired stake was reported in the Refinitiv database. Second,
to address concerns about my baseline operationalization
of momentum, I adapt the definition of momentum in two
ways. On the one hand, I broaden the time window of my
variable from two consecutive one-year periods (i.e., t-1
to t) to two consecutive two-year and three-year periods.
That is, I define momentum as the change in known deal
values from periods t-2 and t-1 (t-3, t-2, and t-1) to t and
t+1 (t, t+1, and t+2). On the other hand, I change the op-
erationalization of momentum by replacing monetary deal
values with an acquirer’s number of acquisitions, using the
three different time windows from before to discern effects
of alternative time structures. Third, I operationalize my
acquisition complexity dimensions differently. For instance,
I account for the particularly strong homogeneity between
firms from Anglo-Saxon countries (Ronen & Shenkar, 2013)
by distinguishing between cross-region and intra-region ac-
quisitions, with ‘intra-region’ denoting acquisitions of targets
which are headquartered in Australia, Canada, Ireland, New
Zealand, the United Kingdom, or the United States. Simi-
larly, I define a firm’s industry based on the first three digits
of that firm’s SIC code and distinguish between large and
small acquisitions through an acquirer-specific mean of the
target-to-acquirer-total-assets ratio, which I compute based
on my baseline sample. Fourth, to ensure the validity of my
variable Degree of Decentralization, I re-run my analysis of
heterogeneity in acquirer responses with an operationaliza-
tion that uses an acquirer’s number of business units as a
proxy for that firm’s organizational structure.49

Table A.7 in the appendix presents results of my first set
of robustness tests, which use samples that exclude minority-
stake acquisitions from the analysis.50 Overall, it seems that

48 For instance, my distinction between cross-border and domestic acquisi-
tions abstracts from structural similarities between countries in the same
regional cluster (e.g., Ronen & Shenkar, 2013) and, thus, might measure
complexity differences between acquisitions in different geographies in
an overly simplistic way. Likewise, the first two digits of a target’s SIC
code might not sufficiently reflect homogeneity of acquisitions on the in-
dustry level as targets in the same major group (i.e., with identical first
two digits in their SIC code) exhibit lower levels of similarity than tar-
gets in the same industry group (i.e., with identical first three digits in
their SIC code), potentially pooling non-homogenous acquisitions within
the same complexity cluster. Also, my distinction between large and small
acquisitions, which is based on the sample mean of the target-to-acquirer-
total-assets ratio, may be too one dimensional as the relative size of an
acquisition likely is acquirer specific.

49 Based on Compustat business segment data.
50 Due to space constraints, the results of my robustness tests are presented

my results are very robust to the exclusion of minority-stake
acquisitions – both in terms of significance levels and effect
sizes. Yet, two findings should be noted. First, in Model 5
and Model 6, the effect of domestic acquisition activity on do-
mestic acquisition momentum in my main analysis appears to
be driven by minority-stake acquisitions. This is indicated
by odds ratio coefficients of domestic acquisition activity that
are less significant (p<.10) or insignificant (p>.10) and have
values closer to one relative to those in my main analysis.
Second, in Models 11 and 12, it seems that acquisitions for
which no stake was disclosed drive the effect of large acquisi-
tion activity on large acquisition momentum in my main anal-
ysis. Like before, this is shown by odds ratio coefficients of
large acquisition activity that have values closer to zero (one)
and are more significant (p<.01) (insignificant (p>.10)) in
Model 11 (12) than those in my main analysis.

The results of my second set of robustness tests, which as-
sess different operationalizations of momentum, are shown
in Table A.8 and Table A.9 in the appendix. In sum, it ap-
pears that my results are very robust to changes in the time
structure of momentum as shown in Table A.8. A closer in-
spection of Table A.8, however, reveals two interesting find-
ings. First, almost all model specifications have odds ratio
coefficients that are more extreme in magnitude51 compared
to those in my main analysis, and the extremity of this mag-
nitude increases with the length of the time window used.
In other words, the longer the time window that is used to
define momentum, the more pronounced the effect of activ-
ity load. Second, unlike in my main analysis, increases in
cross-industry acquisition activity reduce an acquirer’s likeli-
hood of pursuing further cross-industry acquisitions, provid-
ing further support for hypothesis 2a. This is indicated in
Model 8 by a significant (p<.05) and lower-than-one odds
ratio coefficient of cross-industry acquisition activity. The re-
sults presented in Table A.9, in which monetary deal values
are replaced by an acquirer’s number of acquisitions, further
solidify these conclusions. That is, my hypothesized effects
are stronger and often more significant in Table A.9 than in
my main analysis, and these effect sizes increase with the
length of the time window used for defining momentum. In
addition, almost all relationships predicted in hypotheses 1,
2a, and 2b are highly significant (p<.01) in model specifi-
cations that use a three-year-on-three-year time structure in
their definition of momentum.52 The consistency of this find-
ing across different proxy variables in Table A.8 and Table A.9

in multiple tables in the appendix.
51 That is, odds ratio coefficients have values that are closer to zero or in-

finity, depending on the hypothesized effect direction.
52 More specifically, all predicted relationships that were supported in my

main analysis also hold in Models 3, 6, 9, 15, 18 and 21 in Table A.9.
However, unlike in my main analysis, the effect of cross-industry acquisi-
tion activity is significant (p<.01) in Model 12. Combining this obser-
vation with the positive and significant (p<.01) odds ratio coefficient
of cross-border acquisition activity (cross-industry acquisition activity) in
Model 9 (15), I find support for the ‘switching’ behavior from higher-
complexity targets to lower-complexity targets as predicted in hypothesis
2a. In fact, only the odds ratio coefficient of large acquisition activity in
Model 21 remains insignificant (p>.10), implying that no switch from
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implies that momentum definitions that use longer time win-
dows likely are superior operationalizations in the context
of research questions that explore phenomena which unfold
over extended periods, such as acquisition patterns.

Table A.10 in the appendix illustrates results of my third
set of robustness tests, which explore alternative operational-
izations of my acquisition complexity dimensions. Overall, it
seems that my results are mostly robust to definitory changes
in my complexity dimensions – both in terms of effect sizes
and significance levels. Two exceptions should be noted,
however. First, the effect of intra-region acquisition activity
in Model 3 is insignificant (p>.10). This indicates that my
results are not robust to changes in the definition of country-
level complexity, possibly because the Anglo-Saxon region
is a region with high acquisition activity53 that allows firms
to maintain their momentum by acquiring targets in other
countries within that region if targets in one specific coun-
try become exhausted. Second, unlike in my main analysis,
the effect of small acquisition activity is significant (p<.10) in
Model 6. Although this finding is counterintuitive, a closer
look at the regression output reveals that the odds ratio co-
efficient of small acquisition momentum is marginally signif-
icant54, indicating that the substantive importance of this
finding is limited. Thus, my results are rather robust to defin-
itory changes in all complexity dimensions.

Finally, Table A.11 in the appendix presents results of my
last set of robustness tests, which use an acquirer’s number
of business units as a proxy for that firm’s Degree of Decen-
tralization. In sum, it seems that my results are not robust
to alternative operationalizations of a firm’s Degree of De-
centralization. Specifically, I make two observations in Ta-
ble A.11. First, the robustness of my results varies with the
dependent variable. For instance, in most model specifica-
tions, the main effects in my subsample of centralized (de-
centralized) firms are slightly stronger (weaker) than those
in main analysis, which are illustrated in Table A.6 in the
appendix. This is indicated by slightly more (less) extreme
odds ratio coefficients for centralized (decentralized) firms
in Models 1 to 4 and Models 9 to 12 in Table A.11. Con-
versely, the odds ratio coefficients in Models 5, 6, 13, and 14
show the opposite behavior with varying magnitudes and un-
systematic changes in their significance levels. This implies
that model specifications in which domestic acquisition mo-
mentum or small acquisition momentum are the dependent
variable show lower levels of robustness than models with
other dependent variables. Second, across almost all model
specifications, it seems that decentralized firms, on average,
might respond less strongly than centralized ones. This is in-
dicated by odds ratio coefficients that have values closer to
one for decentralized firms in Models 2, 4, 10, 12, and 14.

large to small acquisitions occurs – a finding that could indicate that tar-
get size may not be a relevant complexity dimension.

53 Almost 70 percent (= 8,311 / 11,951) of acquisitions in my baseline sam-
ple occur in the Anglo-Saxon regional cluster as defined by Ronen and
Shenkar (2013). Please see Figure A.3 in the appendix for a visual break-
down of all acquisitions by their country of origin.

54 More specifically, this odds ratio coefficient has a p-value of p=.087.

This pattern, if corroborated by tests of second differences,
would support my predictions in hypothesis 4 and, thus, in-
dicate that a firm’s number of business units likely proxies
structural features of firms more accurately.

5. Discussion

In this section, I put my empirical findings into perspec-
tive by benchmarking them against evidence in extant litera-
ture. For this, I resort to the literature streams introduced in
section 2, highlighting the implications of my results for the
literature on temporal acquisition patterns, strategic momen-
tum, and activity load. Moreover, acknowledging the high
practical relevance of acquisitions, I discuss the practical im-
plications of my findings for managers. Finally, this section
presents the limitations of my study as well as potential alleys
for future research.

5.1. Review and Implications of Empirical Findings
In this thesis, I aim to contribute to our understanding

of the factors that cause acquiring firms to systematically de-
viate from their established, externally observable acquisi-
tion patterns. For this, I explore the role of a factor that has
not yet been studied in acquisition pattern research: Activ-
ity load. Building on this construct, I find empirical support
for my baseline hypothesis, which predicts that increases in
a firm’s activity load from acquisitions are negatively related
to that firm’s likelihood of pursuing future acquisitions. In
other words, increases in the volume of acquisitions induce
acquirers to decelerate their acquisition pace to alleviate the
strains on their resources imposed by high levels of activity
load. However, I cannot find robust support for my second
predicted acquirer response: A switch from acquisitions in
a higher-complexity target firm category to acquisitions in
a lower-complexity target firm category. That is, firms may
or may not switch to target firms that are less complex to
acquire – and, thus, change the observable structural prop-
erties of their acquisition pattern – to reduce their activity
load from acquisitions, depending on the operationalization
of momentum. Likewise, I can only partially corroborate that
structural features of acquirers, such as their size or organiza-
tional structure, explain differences in the acquisition behav-
ior of these firms. Specifically, while an acquirer’s size seems
to be related to that firm’s capacity to absorb acquisitions, I
find no robust support for the moderating effect of a firm’s
organizational structure. Thus, it seems that the availabil-
ity of resources influences a firm’s absorptive capacity and,
through this, its acquisition behavior, but the precise nature
of this moderating relationship has yet to be fully understood.

These findings have important implications for scholars
and practitioners alike:

5.1.1. Contributions to Research on Temporal Acquisition
Patterns

This thesis contributes to extant research on temporal ac-
quisition patterns in two ways. First, by exploring whether
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a firm’s activity load from acquisitions can explain devia-
tions from stable acquisition patterns, this thesis adds to our
understanding of the antecedents of these patterns. More
specifically, it complements prior studies that have largely
focused on the performance implications of acquisition pat-
terns (e.g., Ellis et al., 2011; Hayward, 2002; Laamanen
& Keil, 2008; Schipper & Thompson, 1983; Shi & Prescott,
2011; Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002) or explored factors that
solely explain differences in acquisitiveness between firms
(e.g., Baum et al., 2000; Bertrand et al., 2019; Haleblian
et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2011; Malmendier & Tate, 2008;
Shi et al., 2017). Closing this research gap was essential
given the detrimental firm-level performance effects associ-
ated with systematic deviations from previously stable acqui-
sition patterns (Ellis et al., 2011; Laamanen & Keil, 2008;
Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002). Second, this thesis offers new
insights to scholars who identify acquisition patterns based
on externally observable target firm attributes (e.g., Ellis et
al., 2011; Hayward, 2002). That is, while prior studies have
explored the timing of acquisitions in acquisition patterns
(e.g., Hayward, 2002) and the transferability of learnings
across targets with different observable attributes (e.g., Ellis
et al., 2011), this thesis assesses structural changes within ac-
quisition patterns that unfold over time. Specifically, my ro-
bustness tests reveal that such structural changes potentially
exist and manifest themselves in a switching response – from
targets in a higher-complexity category to targets in a lower-
complexity category – that allows acquirers to reduce their
activity load while maintaining their overall momentum. In
fact, it almost seems as if high levels of activity load flip a
switch within the organization of acquirers that induces these
firms to deviate from their established acquisition patterns.
This novel insight, combined with a mechanism that draws
on Penrosian resource-based logic and the BTF (e.g., Cyert &
March, 1963; March & Simon, 1958; Simon, 1945), adds
to prior research, which has largely investigated this phe-
nomenon from an organizational learning perspective, and
thus furthers our understanding of acquisition patterns.

5.1.2. Contributions to Research on Strategic Momentum
Besides adding to our understanding of temporal ac-

quisition patterns, my findings make two contributions of
theoretical nature to the debate on strategic momentum. On
the one hand, my results warrant the separation of within-
and between-firm effects in momentum research – both in
theory development and empirical measurement. This need
arises as my results confirm prior empirical findings of Beck
et al. (2008), who have discovered that firms show behav-
ior opposite to the repetitive momentum hypothesis once
unobserved time-invariant heterogeneity on the firm level
is accounted for (i.e., once the within-firm effect is fully
isolated). Substantively, this indicates not only that the
repetitive momentum hypothesis in its original formulation
does not hold but also that past studies of strategic momen-
tum that used random effects models, which do not separate
within- and between-firm effects, have likely reported biased
results. Separating within- and between-firm effects thus

seems warranted to mitigate any biases and allow for a more
fine-grained theory development in momentum research.
On the other hand, my stipulated causal mechanism expands
the theoretical underpinnings of prior momentum research.
That is, whereas past studies have drawn on organizational
learning theory and theories of managerial cognition to ex-
plain their findings, this thesis uses Penrosian resource-based
logic as a novel theoretical lens. Doing so, I corroborate that
the finite cognitive capacity of managers limits a firm’s abil-
ity to maintain momentum, going beyond the mechanisms
of routine formation and cognitive maps that were heav-
ily emphasized in prior research (e.g., Amburgey & Miner,
1992).

Additionally, this thesis contributes one methodological
insight to extant research on strategic momentum. That is,
my robustness tests indicate that the length of the time win-
dow used in the operationalization of momentum strongly
affects the effect size and significance level of the effect of ac-
tivity load. Although this finding may surprise at first glance,
it can be explained by a key characteristic of my phenomenon
of interest: Temporal acquisition patterns evolve over time.
Thus, meaningful structural changes in these patterns only
become visible after a certain period of time has elapsed. Em-
pirically, this implies that longer time intervals of acquisitions
need to be contrasted with each other to discern true struc-
tural changes. By deriving this insight, this thesis makes an
important methodological contribution to extant momentum
research, which has predominantly relied on event history
analysis (e.g., Amburgey & Miner, 1992).

5.1.3. Contributions to Research on Activity Load and Ab-
sorptive Capacity

This thesis also contributes to research on activity load
and absorptive capacity in three ways. First, my findings
complement prior research on activity load by studying
whether activity load can explain the acquisition behavior
of firms. That is, while prior research has largely explored
the performance implications of (e.g., Kusewitt, 1985; Laa-
manen & Keil, 2008; Shaver, 2006; Zorn et al., 2019) and
structural responses to activity load (e.g., Barkema & Schi-
jven, 2008), this thesis presents evidence on activity load
being an antecedent of acquisition behavior, closing a major
gap in extant research. Second, this thesis adds to past stud-
ies by assessing the joint effect of acquisition volume and
complexity. Specifically, my robustness tests reveal that ac-
quirers potentially switch from targets in a higher-complexity
target firm category to targets in a lower-complexity target
firm category to reduce their activity load burden while main-
taining their overall momentum. With this insight, my thesis
contributes to prior research, which has mostly investigated
the effects of acquisition volume and complexity in isola-
tion (e.g., Barkema & Schijven, 2008; Castellaneta & Zollo,
2015; Kusewitt, 1985; Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002; Zorn
et al., 2019) or only partially substantiated the existence
of a joint effect of acquisition volume and complexity (e.g.,
Laamanen & Keil, 2008). Third, this study adds to our un-
derstanding of the interplay of activity load and absorptive
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capacity in two ways. That is, my results confirm results
of past studies which have shown that the size of acquirers
weakens the negative effect of activity load (Laamanen &
Keil, 2008). Thus, it appears that a larger firm size, ceteris
paribus, helps firms manage the strains of activity load more
effectively. In addition, my results provide no robust support
for the moderating effect of a firm’s organizational structure
as predicted by Penrose (1959). This insight is crucial be-
cause this thesis is – to the best of my knowledge – the first
to empirically test this moderating effect in the context of ac-
quisitions. Yet, this result does not necessarily preclude the
existence of the moderating effect of a firm’s organizational
structure, mainly due to methodological reasons.55 Taken
together, my findings largely corroborate that the concepts
of activity load and absorptive capacity represent two sides
of the same coin, supporting the rationale behind Penrose’s
(1959) ‘fundamental ratio’.

5.1.4. Managerial Implications
Beyond these contributions to academia, this thesis sen-

sitizes managers to the consequences of high levels of activ-
ity load. That is, when making decisions about acquisitions,
managers need to be cognizant of the level of activity load
already borne by members within the organization. This is
because the finite cognitive capacity of these members limits
the number of acquisitions a firm can do in a given period
(Penrose, 1959). Otherwise, the activity load from acquisi-
tions can lead to information overload on the individual level
(Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015) and corporate indigestion on
the organizational level (Kusewitt, 1985) – two consequences
that are associated with negative performance implications
for acquirers (Laamanen & Keil, 2008).

Finally, this thesis provides managers with a set of prac-
tical actions. That is, my results suggest that managers can
actively manage the activity load from acquisitions. Specifi-
cally, managers can choose between three options that vary
in their ease of implementation. First, managers can con-
sciously regulate the volume of acquisitions to benefit from
inorganic growth while avoiding a situation of information
overload. While easy to implement, this option may not al-
ways be aligned with the strategic goals of the acquirer. Sec-
ond, if this option is not desired, managers can decide to ac-
quire targets that are less complex to acquire or integrate.
However, the feasibility of this option depends on a firm’s
ability to switch to a lower-complexity target firm category
and, thus, may not be available to all acquirers. Third, in-
stead of regulating the activity load of acquisitions, managers
can increase the absorptive capacity of their firm. While this
can be achieved, for instance, by hiring and training addi-
tional people, this option is hard to implement in the short
run because the accumulation of knowledge in new hires
with respect to M&A processes and specificities of the ac-
quirer organization requires time (Penrose, 1959). Managers

55 That is, my baseline operationalization of Degree of Decentralization might
not accurately proxy structural features of acquiring firms.

therefore need to carefully evaluate these trade-offs in accor-
dance with the strategic goals of and resource base available
to their organization before choosing a specific option.

5.2. Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research
My study has two main limitations that may affect the va-

lidity of my findings. First, my analysis fully abstracts from a
key driver of acquisition behavior: Strategic intent (e.g., Big-
gadike, 1979; Karim & Mitchell, 2000; Lasserre, 2003; Lee
& Lieberman, 2010). In fact, given the multitude of ratio-
nales behind acquisitions, the acquisition behavior of firms
likely is more opportunistic than assumed in this study. This
could raise concerns about unaddressed confounding factors
in my analysis and, thus, limit the explanatory power of my
results. Second, albeit I extensively draw on prior theory
to explain the underlying mechanics of my predicted activ-
ity load effect, I did not directly measure my proposed causal
mechanism. This implies that my results could reflect a spuri-
ous correlation instead of a causal effect. Thus, to prove the
validity of my causal mechanism, future research needs to
explicitly rule out competing mechanisms, such as changes
in a firm’s strategic intent (e.g., Biggadike, 1979; Karim &
Mitchell, 2000; Lasserre, 2003; Lee & Lieberman, 2010) and
a firm’s past acquisition performance (e.g., Kusewitt, 1985;
Laamanen & Keil, 2008; Zorn et al., 2019). This can, for
instance, be achieved through qualitative research designs,
which are particularly well suited to examine process-based
mechanisms like mine due to “their capacity to capture tem-
porally evolving phenomena in rich detail, something that is
hard to do with methodologies . . . [that use archival data]”
(Langley & Abdallah, 2011, p. 202).

Furthermore, two methodological choices in my study
could limit the explanatory power of my results. First, my
chosen sample of acquirers may compromise the generaliz-
ability of my results to the full population of acquirers. This
is because my sample only includes firms that are large in
size and mainly located in the United States. However, while
this choice could induce a firm-size and/or geographic bias,
it ensures that my study only analyzes acquirers that are suf-
ficiently acquisitive – a pre-condition for examining acqui-
sition patterns that evolve over time. Second, some opera-
tionalizations of variables in this study might raise concerns
about construct validity. For example, the results of my ro-
bustness tests indicate that my baseline operationalization of
structural features of firms, which is based on executive ti-
tles, could suffer from this problem, potentially causing in-
conclusive results. Similar concerns could apply to my op-
erationalization of activity load. That is, although my study
followed prior research (e.g., Castellaneta & Zollo, 2015) by
using externally observable target firm features as proxies for
a firm’s activity load, my proxies fully abstract from inter-
nally observable or unobservable acquisition characteristics
that could influence the activity load from acquisitions, such
as differences in organizational cultures and the degree of
structural integration in the PMI stage (Haspeslagh & Jemi-
son, 1991). Moreover, even if externally observable target
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firm attributes were valid proxies for activity load, the con-
struct validity of my measures can still be questioned. This
is because, unlike prior studies that use relative proxies, such
as target-to-target similarity, to measure heterogeneity in ac-
quisitions (e.g., Hayward, 2002; Laamanen & Keil, 2008), I
use absolute proxies, such as the number of domestic acqui-
sitions, to account for differences in acquisition complexity.
These proxies, however, are rather static and, thus, abstract
from the dynamic properties of activity load (Castellaneta &
Zollo, 2015), possibly limiting the explanatory power of my
findings.

Considering these limitations, future research could add
to our understanding of the effect of activity load by ex-
ploring four topic areas. First, given the complex nature of
the construct of activity load, scholars could examine alter-
native, more advanced operationalizations of activity load.
Future studies could, for instance, re-run my analyses with
an acquirer’s target-to-target similarity as a measure for het-
erogeneity in acquisitions. Alternatively, scholars could con-
struct a multi-dimensional index as shown in Figure A.4 in
the appendix instead of analyzing possible dimensions of ac-
tivity load separately, thereby complementing the approach
used in this thesis. Second, future research could further ex-
plore factors that moderate the effect of activity load. This
would be critical since our understanding of variables that
moderate the effect of activity load remains limited, both
with respect to variables that were explored and not explored
in this study. Third, scholars could investigate the relation-
ships between different types of firm-level responses to ac-
tivity load, including reductions in the performance of ac-
quirers (e.g., Kusewitt, 1985; Laamanen & Keil, 2008; Zorn
et al., 2019), changes in their organizational structure (e.g.,
Barkema & Schijven, 2008), and – as shown in this study
– changes in their acquisition behavior. Following this ra-
tionale, researchers could, for instance, examine the bound-
ary conditions of these individual responses or even assess
whether a hierarchy of firm-level responses to activity load
exists. Fourth, scholars could investigate the effect of ac-
tivity load in non-M&A research contexts, such as strategic
alliances (e.g., Shi & Prescott, 2011, 2012), international
expansion (e.g., Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002), and orga-
nizational change (e.g., Kelly & Amburgey, 1991; Miller &
Friesen, 1980). Doing so, future studies would not only ex-
plain firm behavior that is relevant to their respective fields
but also add to our understanding of the effect of activity
load.

6. Conclusion

In this study, I present first empirical evidence on the ef-
fect of an acquirer’s activity load from acquisitions on that
firm’s acquisition behavior, with a particular emphasis on
how the activity load from acquisitions causes acquirers to
deviate from their established acquisition patterns. For this,
I exploit changes in the acquisition activity of acquirers in
my panel of the 300 largest Fortune Global 500 firms over
the 1990-2010 period. My results are based on a hybrid

logit model, in which I regress seven operationalizations of
an acquirer’s acquisition momentum on different definitions
of activity load. As predicted, increases in an acquirer’s ac-
tivity load from acquisitions, on average, reduce that firm’s
ability to maintain its acquisition momentum. Also, my re-
sults reveal that acquirers potentially switch from targets in
a higher-complexity target firm category to targets in a lower-
complexity target firm category to reduce their activity load
burden while maintaining their overall momentum. Albeit
this finding cautiously indicates that the activity load from
acquisitions can explain deviations from established acqui-
sition patterns, the observed effect strongly varies with the
operationalization of momentum and, thus, warrants further
investigation of this phenomenon. Similarly, I obtain ambigu-
ous results in my analysis of heterogeneity in firm responses
arising from differences in the absorptive capacity of firms.

The negative average acquisition response of firms can be
explained by an overload situation that is caused by high lev-
els of activity load. That is, as the inertial pressures of mo-
mentum induce acquirers to engage in further acquisitions
(Amburgey & Miner, 1992; Miller & Friesen, 1980, 1982),
the steady increase in acquisition activity directly translates
into a higher activity load until the cognitive burden borne by
managers exceeds their ability to process this activity load,
creating a situation of information overload (Castellaneta
& Zollo, 2015). As the strains of information overload are
instantly felt by managers and, thus, must be immediately
acted on, acquirers are forced to decrease their activity load
by reducing their acquisition volume. Yet, while this mech-
anism is supported by multiple theories, such as Penrosian
resource-based logic and the BTF (e.g., Cyert & March, 1963;
March & Simon, 1958; Simon, 1945), it is not directly mea-
sured in this study and, thus, needs to be further examined
to verify its causal interpretation.

Finally, my findings have important implications for
scholars and practitioners. That is, on the one hand, this
thesis helps scholars better understand a phenomenon of
high practical relevance: Deviations from temporal acquisi-
tion patterns. Beyond this contribution, scholars benefit from
new empirical insights that add to the debate on strategic
momentum and past studies of activity load and absorptive
capacity. On the other hand, this study makes managers
more cognizant of the implications of activity load and pro-
vides them with a set of practical actions. Specifically, my
findings suggest that managers can actively manage the ac-
tivity load from acquisitions by (i) regulating the volume of
acquisitions, (ii) acquiring targets that are less complex to
acquire or integrate, and (iii) increasing the absorptive ca-
pacity of their organization. This option space thus suggests
that managers are in the driver’s seat and ideally should flip
the switch before the strains imposed by a firm’s activity load
do. Therefore, the concept of activity load offers plenty of
relevant insights and, thus, should be high up on the research
agendas of strategy scholars.
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